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FOREWORD
it

Prepared by Dr. Alan S. Blumner

Director (Acting)

Office of Educational Evaluation

This study takes measure of the.dropout student and what the
.

student, staff, and administrators have tq say about the dropout

problem'. The study reveals that the New York City schools have the

capacity to meet this problem and that, on a small scale, there'is

real ana continuous success. Documented in fhe words of teachers,

aaministrators, and of the students themselves, the study undermines

the popular mytks, that "those kids" cannot be I;ached.and that "the

bureaucracy" cannot be responsive. Further, compelling evidepce of

the willingness of "the bureaucracy" to,respond As found in the

Afterword to this study written by Nathan Quinones, Executive

Director of the Division,of High Schools.

B

What next? This is a question that we who have been involved

with this study hope will be taken very seriously by policylmakers

at all levels who determine the resources available to the school

and the priorities to ihich the schools are to respond.
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This report vividly documents the dropout problem in New York City

Public Schools,as perceived by over 200 of,the school system's staff

members,and students. From in-depth interviews, the report captures the

individual experiences, personal insights, and illustrative anecdotes of

adults and young people who know the problem intimatey. The study of

the problem, then, is based mainly on subjectivif, material. The fincEngss

however, represent themes in the interviews--areas of strong Agreement--
,

rather than idiosyncratic elements. In other words, the respondents'

shared understandings, mutual concerns and common criticisms shape the

direction of the report. Interviewed staff members offer the practical

411'wisdae that years of working with dropouts have taught'tham. Students

41 the high schools, at one time on the verge of dropping out, give their

reasons for wantingj.o leave,their schools. Finally, actual dropouts tell
0

about the schools diey left and how the person without a diploma fares in

the outside world.

The respondents1,-discussions of thepproblem, reported in the study,
* A

lend a dynamic etwality to thelparrative. Furthermore, their words add to

the meaning of the dropout phenomenon in e way that statistics fail to do.

Expressing feelings of hurt, anger, fear, frustration and hope, the

respondents convey the difficulty ;and pain for stulents; parents and

school staff members dealing with'Oe problem. The respondents' a4ècounts

also contribute to an under'standing of the complexity of this problem.

For example, they offer a portrait Of the dropout that is Multie

dimensional, that defies convenient stereotyping.

Interestfngly, the opinions and observations of the dropout problem

that emerge in this study find supportein many recent studies which say
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there is cat.se for concern as voiced by respondents ih this report. A

dropout's chances of becoming a successful citizen or a fulfilled person

are severely diminished by the lack of a h164i school diploma. High

7.;.-xrela4.ons between dropping out and 'Unemployment and criminal aCtivity,
4

have been documented by several studies. Several of these tnportant

stueies are reviewed in the New York State Minority Task Force Report,
ft!

TragulgrilLILL2ublic Schools of New York City. One review of a New

York State Education Department Study states that t. tl high school

dropout confronts "relatively high unemplOyment and relatively low

earnings".i The tame conclusion appears in Randall King's The'Labor

:arket Consesmautproaina_Out of High Scftool. He points Out that

"The labor market problem of' high school dropouts are well-known--higher

unemployment rates, lower earnings, and less favortble occupational'

distribution as compared to high school graduates".2 In addition, the\

Monthly_lapor Review states, in tn'August 1970 report on the employment

of high school dropouts nd graduates, that."School dropouts have double

the unemployment rate for 16-24 years old vis-a-vis graduates of the same

age".
3

Persuasive evidence for these conclusions appears in statistics

collected by the U.S. Department of CommerOe. According to the data,

males who complete eight years of elementary school otn expect $343,730

in lifetime income; those who complete one to two years of high school

can expect a lifetime income of $389,208; those that complete four years

of high schopl can expect a lifetime income of $478,873; and those that .

complete four 'years (If college dan expect a lifettme intome of $757,923.
4

0

The'increasing concern about the dropout problem that seems to be

surfacing for many educatcrs, parents', ind community members, max, in fact,

be related to the depressing realities of the job market for teenaye

yOuth. Where in the past the uneducated youth was able to join the



unskilled labor force, in today's world jobs have become highly special-

ized and technical, and require greater amounts of formal education.

Commenting on this problem, the Minority Task Force Report states,

"The best indicatiOn of the problem faced by dropout youth entering,the

labor market is that 16-19 year olds4e,:ounted for only ope-tenth of the

nation's labor force in 1975, but'one-fourth of the unemployed".
5

The

problem getting work for the New York City dropout is rn less severe.

According to the 1979 Current Population Survey, in tha second quarter

of this year there were 58,000 unemployed youth between ages 16 and
6

Further evidence of the problem comes from the school system'''. Bureau of ,

Attendance figures, 1972 to 1978, which show that "bver 17" discharges

rose sharply in number (26,112 to 40,354) while "employment" certificate

discharges dropped sharply (5,668,to 1,343).7

Employmentapossibilities for the black or Hispanic youth who drops

out are much bleaker. U.S. . Department of Health, Education" and Welfare

stattstics reveal thit black $en and qomen, without diplomas, have almoit

double the unemployment rate of their white counterparts.8 This 'situation

h9lds true for New York City. According to the Minority Task Force 'study,

which reports 1977 Bureau of Labor staListics nn youth'unemployment rates

for New. York City, the whiteAropcut who enters the labor market faces a

25.5% unemployment rate, while the black dr pout faces a 44.0% unemployment

rate.
9

This means that nearly one-fourth .the white youngsters, and

nearly one-half of the 'black youngsters wil me find gainful employment.

- .

This disastrous situaticn, for minority youth in,particular, *ears

even more frightful when one considers the 'onc s1o6 of the Fleischman

Report on_thejlagity, CoLtj and -inancing,2*,EletnistAry_Ansl S1/2201111

Educatj,pn jn.Ihe State of,,Nes,41,, ';'ork It "If. a student in New York State is

black o pa!ish-speaking" he is more lftely to drop out Of high school

.1



before graduation". 10 Though the argument is based on.entering and

graduating statistics for the class of 1967, it is highly likely that
U.

the same is true today. First, the dropout.rate for the city has not

declined, and secondly, the minority population of the city has been

increasing rapidly in proportion to the non-minority population.

Yputh crime, it'is not surprising, is 'related to the dropout problem The

Minority Task Force, after a re*viewiof studies on the subject, reports*

that "Levels of educational attainmenL correlate inversely with criminal

behavior.
11

As supporting evidoice the Task Force Report refers to a'

study reviewed by the DeVelopmeot eouncil oi New York City (EDC) whfch

finds that "High school dropout:. 3re three to five times more likely to

be arrested for committing juvenile crimes than are those in high school".12

Studies of the financial costs,of the dropout problem offer compelling

figures. For example, the Senate Select CoMmittie on Equal EducatiOnal

Opportunity studying the problem in 1372 concluded that schcól dropout$

"burden society with reducedlnational income and government revenues as

well as increased costs of crime and welfare".
13

They estimated that the

failure to attain a minimum of high school completion among thep'opulation

of males 25-34 years of age in 1969 cost the Nation $'237 billion in

income over the lifetime of these men. The costs to the Nation oflirime

and welfare attributable to inadequate education were estimated,at about

$3 billion a year respectively. Furthermore, the study reported steady

increases in these costs over time.
14

The Committee's findings, then,

appear as valid today as they did seven years ago.

Apparently, New York City is paying a heavy financial price for its

school dropouts. One indication of the cost appears in the EDC report

referred to earlier. Thisreport claims that the cost of youth crime
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to New York City is approximately $329,000,000 and argues that most

youth crime is related to dropping out and truancy. Referring to

New York City Police records, the report presents evidence that

the majority of offenses by juveniles are committed dueing school

hours: in 1976, 31,350 were committed Monday through Friday between

the hours of 8 a.m. to 4 p.m., as compared to 2,10 committed

between the hours of 12 to 8 a.m., and 9,921 committed between 4 p,

and,12 p.m.
15

Overview of This Study

The data for this report were collected by means of in-depth

interviews (lasting from 1 to 21/2 hours) with high school staff.

Members, students, and dropouts: A total'of 229 persons were inter-

viewed in 53 high sChoois with dropout-prevenijon programs distributed

geographically throughout the citY. The interview sample included

(1Kterinembers (administrators, teachers,(counselors) in local

high,schools.,1 alternative'high schools, and Auxiliary Services;

76 students in mainstream 'and alternative school dropout prevention
0

Orograms who had."bloomed" (experienced success) in their programl

31 students who dropped out and then returned to school ("returnees"

and 24 non-returning dropouts. All respondents were asked approxi-

mately 50 open-ended questions iihich allowee 401 to comment freely

or a wide variety of issues. ,All respondtm,. were assured absolute

confidentiality and anonymity. The interviews were conducted by

persons trathed by project staff (see Appendix G). Many of the

student interviews were conducted by interviewees who themselves

were dropouts at some pdint in their high school'careers.
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This report is divided into four major sections. Section I

contains three chapters. Chapter I discusses problems that lead

to dropping out as perceived by students and dropouts. 'Chapter II

presents students' opinions of dropout prevention programs'

(includes "bloomers" and "riturnees"). In Chapter III, two issues

raised by the data are disdussed. One points to the tnportance of

early dropout prevention as the most effective way to de61 with

the problem. The other offers tentative evidence that dropouts

can be successfully remediated and urges the school system to

reach out to these young people.

Section II is subdivided into eight chapters, each discussing

reasons for the dropout problem as understood by staff members in

the tnterview sample. Therefore, chapter headings reflect issues'

raised by the respondents, anC1 the order in which they are presented

reflects approximately the importance assigned to them, judging by

the frequency and strength of-respondents' comments. Each chapter

consists of a brief discussion of the findings, followed by the

interview data presented in the format of stated problem area and

suggested solutions. The problems and solutions were identified

by a thematic analysis of the'data. Direct quotations from the

interview material are provided to highlight the discussions (see

additional quotes in Appendix 0.

, Section III presents a discussion 0 the elements whfch are

common to "successful programs" and a recognition of problems

which have caused sane programs to become: ineffective or abandoned.

The discussion is,based on survey data from 22 mainstream high

school prevention programs.
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Section IV presents recommendations. They are the concluisions

of this project's staff members after analyzing and integrating

the data.

Vt



SECTION I

Findings from Interviews with "Bloomers "

Returnees. mungEktE

Si

1 6



CHAPTER I

THE PROBLEMS OF POTENTIAL AND ACTUAL DROPOUTS

The interview data from potential dropouts show that these students

are not blind to their own inadequacies, yet they recognize that the

school system is partly responsible for their problems. When asked why

they thought they had experienced problems in school, slightly more than

one-third blamed themselves. Less than a third blamed factors beyond

their control, such as the home situation. About a third held schools

responsible.

Data that helped to identify probleM areas from the point of %dew

of students, resulted from a 4variety of questions. "Bloomeys" were

asked, "What kinds of problems did you experience in sc
I`

.'"which led,

you to-this program?" Dropouts and returnees wereked "What were the

main reasons you dropped out of schodl?",

Clearly, problemsexperienced 6y-students interact with one
,

another

and have multiple origins. Though in this sense the problems can not be

regarded as mutually exclusive of one another, for the purpose of our

analysis, we 4aVe categorized them as follows:

A. Complaints about schools.

B. Academic difficulties..

C. Emotional probleMs and problems with friends.

0. Problems that relate to students' home lives.

The discussion of these problem areas develop in the order of

their importance which emerged from the data.

8.1Coplaints About Schools
,

There are areas of strong agreement among potential and actual

dropouts regarding their dissatisfactions with school. The most
/t7
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frequent complaints were about teachers and other staff members. Three

other areas mentioned often were the school curriculum, school as a

bureaucracy, and school rules and regulations. A sample of quotes from

the students' interviews are presented here.

(On teachers vid other staff members)

"Teachers do not teach for a full period. They have a tendency

to treat us like children. Place was guarded like a fortress.
Teachers were all right; they just did not do their job."

"Because I do not speak to anyone about my problems., and besides
I felt there was no one who I could really talk to. I felt my

counselor really did not give a shit." 0

"Teachers did not understand; they should have more patiencee
especially with young people. I used to read the New York Times

at the age cf threi. So, I know that it was not

"I did not go to schcol; i did not want to go. A friend'of mine

got mugged. The public schools,of New York City Are no good.
The teachers do not.care."

"I think that classes were too big. Did not get alon4 with

teacher's. I think that some of them Were class prejudiced."

"Yes, I tried to speak to the guidance counselor. Every time I

got a pass theY told me to come again; I got fed'up with'that,

and when I came with my mother, she said I should have seen her
b6fore. She (the counselor) was just talking away. She was

not talking to me. I was so angry I did not even say anything."

(On curriculum)

°Schobl was all right, but it's nicer to hang out especially in

warm Wiather. Some classes (English and Math) were boring (not

hard). I wanted vocational school in September, but did not

get it." ,

"Did not go to clas'ses because they just did not grab mesaying,

things over and over; got restless ln class, not comfortable.

(On bureaucracy and school rules and regulations)

"In the regular school I felt in prison. The rules, guards,

and door locking after the late bell. No remedial or reading
programs were offered to me in the 9th grade where I really

neededsit. I knew the rules like walking in the halls, bUt I

did not catch on to the learning. No one took time with me."
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"Rules are important, but it is also important maintaining a
relaxed atmosphere with the freedoms of an adult and a student."

"Schools are higry overcrowded. During change of period, there's

total chaos in the halls. It is difficult for one teacher to
teach 35 students and teach them. well. You feel that you are
really wasting your time in school. The majority of the teachers

are disinterested."

"An administrative error where a person with the same name got
left back resulted in my also getting left back. I tried to get

the matter straightened out, but to no avail. In turn, I lost

interest and dropped out. I felt I was being cheated and unjustly

treated."

"I was absent because my child was ill, and when I returned to
school, after caring for her, I found I was discharged."

"The fact that I was ignored when I had a problem which wat
,caused by a mistake the school had made. I was in the llth grade.

I just gotdisgusted with the system and left. The damage being

my wrongfully held over instead of my being promoted."

"I went from School A to School B with a transfer, but the school
would not accept it (too late in the term), also, because my
mother is not living near School B, but I did not want to live ,

with my mother (near School A). So, I let it go (dropped out).
At first, I tried to speak with the counselor at School A, but I
was already living in the Bronx with my sister. I nev,er connected

with the counselor in Brooklyn, so I gave up. I was just tired of

being placed here and there.

yeachers and ot er staff members. All groups of students expressed

strong dissatisfaction w.,:th teachers and other staff members (e.g., guid-

ance personnel, deans, etc.). They described them as not caring about

them as people, unwilling to help the student with problems, unable to

communicate effectively with young people, unable to offer clear explana-

dont; in class,.'prone to himiliating students, and particularly insensi-

tive.to students with problems (e.g., slow in class).

CurriculuM. All three groups of students felt that the curriculum
.

. .

offered in schools does not meet their needg* or interests. ThelMost .

.
.

frequent criticisms of the curriculum pertained to the lack of job

training. Students felt that it does not prepare them for the world of

el
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work, nor does it help them to secure work. Other criticisms pointed

to the curriculum's inflexibility in the sense that the individual's

interests can not be accommodated. Some students described the curri-

culum as borin!, while others said it is too difficult.

Scholajabursaw_eacy..Most students interviewed agreed strongly

that the atmosphere of most schools created problems for them. Typical

words used to characterize schools included "crowded," "inflexible,"

"uncaring," "unsupportive." As examples of problems with the bureau-

cracy, ,they cited the difficulties involved in changing classes they

do not want or do not like, and in ftnding solutions to problems with

teachers*

11.112.LE_Id'rIgula/ions_L When "bloomers" were asked;"Whtch of the

schoors rules and regulations give you the most trouble?" the over-
,

whelming majority identified attendance 0oblems (lateness, cutting,

.and absence). Respondents next identified the need for hall passes

as another bothersome rule. They complained, in particular, about the

need for hall passes whenever they want ,to go.to the bathroom. Judg-

ing from their remarks about hall passes, students feel terribly

confined by the lack of freedom of movement within the school setting.

It als6 seems that the wish to address personal interests (e.c,.,

"hanging mit") often interferes with obeying school rulei. Other

rules that students frequently have difficulty with include:

no smoking, do talking, no eating, dress regulations, and restrictiohs

against leaving tie school for lunch.

..44O

AWondents ma); often reerred to their poor girades, the experi-
,,, 4.1

erice of failure being left back, and not being able to,gr.aduate with

20
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ther classmates as probleins that contribute to their decision to drop

out, or to think about it. .Many students explained thei'r academic

problems in terms of their inability to concentrate on their classwork

and the lack of the ability to memorize. The lack of these skills,

respondentS said, leads to their feelings of being oveirwhelmed by th6

schoolwork.

C. Emotional Problems And Problems With Friends

In this category of problems, most respondents mentioned their

peer relationships. They identified nigative.influences frOm peers

such as drug taking and "han6ing out." Other problems,relating to

experiences with peers include feeling lonely and alienated, and

getting into fights and arguments.

Less frequently mentioned are problems that seem to describe-the

students' emotional lives. They talked abbut feelings of anxiety,

fear of failure, and feelings of confysion. The origin'ofthese feel-

ing0.according to students, is both the hone and the,ichool., That'is,

they referred to a llck of emotional support fi-om the home or disrupiive

familylsituations, as well as the indiffererce. of scho6l personnel

towards their problems. Here the respondents speak for themselves.

"Pressure came down--in the street; in my home, in school, and in
my relationships. There were so many pressures and resPonsibilities
I began to overload. I had to explode, I. also dropped out of
junior high school foY. about a year and a half. It was different
at-that time. I was involved in violent actions. I was young,
hardheaded; I would not listen."

"tou may.have personal problems with the teacher. I find myself
attacking a teacher verbally, I think because of his position.
over me--dominant. I disliked feeling inferior."

"Violent relationships--I have beaten teachers with fists and
chains. But I regret all of that."

4i114.1Whin .1
N



"I guess the main reason I dropped out was that I hung out with the
wrong crowd. There was°not a day that I did not play hooky or cut
a class."

"Because coming to school near the building,,you will see every Tom,
Dick, and Harry standing out on the cars getting high and asking
people why don't you stand outside instead of going in."

"I was not interested in school. I did not care. Most of the time
I was in the park playing handball. Lgot to the front gates and
down to the park."

"Only difficulty is racial, with white studenti°. They will wallf,

through the hall and say some kind of name, or in class make a
smart remark about color."

"Not going, truancy, lack of self-confidence, thought I was stupid,
unfamiliar surroundings. Went to Catholic school, dtd not know the
whole world was-not Catholic. I was scared when I found out,I had
to be with blacks and Puerto Ricans."

"How could I think of the future when I was so busy messing up the
present."

Problems That Relate To Students' Home Lives
4

Respondents',comments about out-of-school problems relate mainly

to pressing home'responsibilities. They identifie'd haVing tO° work to

support elderly or sick parents, siblings; a wifeand/or children, or

simply wanting*a job, as experiences that interfere with their lives

at school. Some had unrealistic expectations about marriage or

employment,' Most of these students-expresseLthe wish, thatfa compromise

had been reached with their schools, so that they could havé continued

school and attended to the demands on them from their home

few votes follow: ,

' ,PSome of the reasons I dropped out were that I had to,deal with .

school life and at the same time I had.to deal with my'social
and personal family'life, and the pressures were too great. For
example, my family was never well off financially, and I would
have to do my part as the eldest of three children to make ends
meet and I would fall behind on my school work."

"Because I thought I would get married and live happily ever after,
and would not have to worry about anything."



CHAPTER II

STUDENTS' AND DROPOUTS' PERCEPTIONS
OF THEIR PROGRAMS

2±trailt.S.41DMLTIE

It is clear from the data that "bloomers" see their programs as

having a strong, pdsitive influence, Many "bloomers" reported that they

thought about dropping out of school before they came to the program.

Since being in the program, only one of the students who had "thopght of

droppin§ out was still thinking about it. When asked whether they would

have dropped out if not for the program, more than half of the reSpond-

ents answered that they would have or might have dropped out.

Returnees also have been affected positively,by their programs'.

All of them described feeling more hopeful and positive about the

future since being in their programs. They mentioned plans for careers

or jobs; some hope to attend college. Almostall returnees thought

that most dropouts would return to an educational program if-given the

opportunity. Only one of the dropouts interviewed thought that drop-

outs would not return given the opportunity.

Posittve FeitVres Of Prevention Retrieval Pro rams

Students in programs were,asked to describe the aspects of tlheir

programs that work best. Returnees were asked to discuss what the

schools could do forAropouts, and dropouts themselves,were asked what

advice they had for schools. The features most often identified by all

students include staff and teacher attributes, program structure,

curricula, and other students. The lespondents also made some sugges-

tions for improving prevehtion/retrieval programs whiCh will b

included in this discussion.
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leachers and other staff members. Students and dropouts emphasized

the need for teachers who are committed and. caring, who give individual'

attention, who offer help to students, and who, in general, teach better.

The overwhelming majority of "bloomers" cited such teachers as the best

aspect of the program. Many of the "bloomers" said that they prefer

teachers in these proceams to teachers in the mainstream.

Staff such as administrators, counselors, and security guards were

also described as supArtive and helpful. They offer advice to students

in trouble, encourage students to attend class and remain in school, and
, -

in general, extend friendship to student's. They help students to secure

desired coursework and help them to find employment. One comment from a

"bloomer' seems to say it all.

"You can tell the head of the program everything. There are no
inhibitions; there's a llot of peo014-Wthe program having the
same problems you are. Mr, will make you talk to someone
who has had the same problem you are going through if'bhe can
not help lyou. He only knows from facts about drugs, pregnanoy,;
etc. He will refer you to someone who has had firsthand experi-
ence rather than his fact'booklets. If you have a problem with
a teachervhe will have a talk wtth them. He will call parents
,on your behalf explaining to the parents what the teacher may be
doing wrong. I may not want to tell my parentS because of
embarrassment, oven though they May be able to help."

Thei)est teachers in prevention and,retrieval programs were

described as friendly, :oformal, and patient. They Maintain a relaxed

atmosphere in the 'classroom. They cdmmunicate with students in their
.

own language ane tolerate the expression Of personalleelings in -.lass..

These teachers arl good listeners. Here are some of the comments

students make about teachers tn their programs. .

"Once when I got arrested for rape, it 'was a case of mistaken
identity. When the teachers'heard about it, 1 hld already
been in,Rikers Island for four days. They were furious and
came to court, and the one who could not come sent all kinds



of letters sayirl how I c%ld nct possibl. do a. thing like
that. ,They talv le ;5 rs in JW. I never forget
that as long as I live."

"She is a mother figure. If yeur pareht gives you advice, she
explains to you 4Pw. She does not s':ow up. She is demanding,
but does,not push to.o much. S.le cloes nut treat us as high-
School students. She iAL to uS in our language ("cool out,"
"chill out," etc.). Mether figureshe givc; us that pushl
she tells us that education ls important,:but she does not
force you to learN."

"Well, like I said, if we dc not hand any nonsense, she' would
not give us any nonsense. 1 li;:e a person that tells you the
truth 'whether it hurts or 'r,:)t. Some things you just can not
say to a.person in a nice way. She wants us to be honest.. I

.try to be; I do not knowabout the rest of the class now. She
is one teacher I can say that gets you'ready to deal with the
outside world. Now that we have about 60 kids.in Our program,
only about half of them are serious about it. She camnot
threw themout because of the bureaudracy in .the school."

"Mr. has been on andin the streets longer than' we have,
and he knows,the ropes. He willf'always 'say, ."You can't-bullshit
a bullshitter." He cares abqut us.. He'is straight with-,us..
He does not hold anything back."

"Very. friendly. They do not put. themselves liketeachers. They. ,

are on'the student's level. They know where the students are
coming.from. .If.they see you are messing Up,.they Will 4cqp.
When teachers are on yourlevel and,know what ydu are talking
about, it makes them seeM like human beings. They seem to like
what they are doing."

The teachers instruct on the,learning leveliof the individual student.

They 'allow students to work at their own pact and give individual atten-,

tion in class. They make reasonable work demands', give time beyond

class time, and are concerned for the student'S progress. Thqy take

classwork seriously, but have a sense of humor and make learning fun.

They discipline without punishing or humiliating. They express their

own opinions to students and give clear explanations in the language

of young people while providing tilb right amount of challenge. .They

relate course material to real life experiences* and prepare students

for life after school. They repeat things until the student,understands
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while varying the routine and pace of classwork. They are ;een as

intelligent and knowledgeable of the subject matter. When asked to

describe the best classroom teachers in their programs, the,"bloomers"

and returnees had these comments:

"He jokes around with us. If we are reading a book, he makes a
joke about something in the book. He does not have us write
a lot of thing's in our notebooks. He said that most of the
.time, when we Write in our notebooks, we do not look back on it.
He talks in our language. He makes learning fun. He asks us
questtons, and he expects us to ask him questions." .

"My English teacher is not boring. .You like to come to class
because she is funny, but gets down to work. She can keep.a
class under control without any thre4ening or yelling. She
does more than what she has to according to,the curriculum
she is given, Eyery'Friday she will take ui to the writing
,center.

"He will go through the'lesson regularly. If there is a ques-
tton, he will go back over it. And if you still don't under-
stand, it, he:will continue,with the lesson and take you aside
i.:nd explain it to you."

"They present the prot6em to-you. '7'f you do not know what yot
are doing,they will come over and help. It's Almost like
being tutored. They give'personal attention, yet it does not
seem to tPke up class time.".

"The teachers create an atmosphere.for me to discover new
things on my own. They respect'different opinions and make
students feel valuable."

"Friendly, sweet, and kind. She goes,over the -answers you gOt
wrong. First, she makes you read it. Then.you lookat the
example and you go step by step. Then she will show 'you how
to work it out. then you do it. If she sees you makin§ any
mistakest'she will help you'out. She will ask you what you
want to db. If she Sees you doing too much in a specific
area, she will move into another subject. That way you have
worked on all the subjects easily, and you won't be back on
just one subject so you can move on tb theother sections as .

soon as'possible, even though it 1 depends-on you."

"There is none of the best or the worst. Everyone is treated '

the same. If you are doing good,-they tell you, 'qood, and
keep moving along.' But there is nothing like, you Aid
better than he."

"The main thing is that when you do something that you thlnk
is good, you get congratulated. They always congratulate you."
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lbey (the teachers) are all right. They 'help and try to-let you
A the right foot. They keep pushing yin, .If you are right,
they agree with you. They don't takelides."

"It feels good. You cometo school. It does not feel like an
obligation. 'There is no one on your back. it feels li'*e you
are doing a jbb becauie you are learning; but you do not feel
it's forced on you because of the ,way they treat you. 1 move
on smoothly on theaschoolworktecause,the teacher.takes it
step.by ttep: This has helped me, because when I study at.
home, I do it this way. The way I have been taught'helps me
when I take work out. It does. not feel like schoolwork., It,

feels like a game sometimes.,. so I just continue doing it. I

Want to move on and.makeAt.to

"aver here there it leis timehin class. I can'go to wor and
need to work-: I find it'3 O.K. because they help me,tt e
main Areas where I need help. The prejudice, tnere tart any.
In school you4find it even in the teachers._ In school they
would not like yOu-: .They would ride-on you, sometimes to help
you'but you could net knovit. In Ianish, I missed two tests
because I wat sick. was .good in: S anish, but sheJailed me.
She,used to do that for. a lot of-Puerto'Rican

'

a

"They give you a little of everything in every subject. This
freshens up my mind. They give me the test soon. They give
you on the test what you studied, and if you do6not remember
it, they give you the worK again. I like the way they are

-treated. They treat you like adults in col:NO, not kids.
In Other schools the teachers are screaming. They have an
attitude and take it,out orryou: Here you don't see ahgry
teachers because of the problems they have. You see that you
are beine helped here. If you areWt good in one ared, they.

, help you out. They will stay the whole day if you need it,
And then see if you can do it on your own. It's like everyone
is being tutored individually."

proaljommai. Another aspect that students felt contributed

to their success wes the particular structure of their programt.

"Bloomers" approve of the smaller classes, shortened school day, and

relaxed, home-like atmosphere. Dropouts spoke of tile need for such.an

atmosphere and for less crowded clasirooms. "Bloomers" wireciate

that they have input ln programming. They mentioned also a minimum

of rules and the lack of regimentation. They value thd, preparation

for careers or jobs which is built into their programs. Similarly,

dropout Mentiored the need for alternative programs that combine
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work and study, or that allow for outside employment and child care.

Some examples of students',comments iviclude the foilowing:

It's not noisy; you can concentripe. You feel relaxed; you
don't have to move from one place-to another. You are just
here, for three hours. You don't need a pass,to go to the
bathroom. As long as you study, it is like feeling free."

"Some teachers would embarrass you in'front of mierybody if
you came late. Here they ask you; you don't need a pass, you

- just tell them. If you need help, they try to work it out.
Here, there is less kids in the school."

Curricula. Most students cited the coursework as a valuable part of

their programs. It was described as helpful and not too deffmnding. Stu-

dents are able to progress at their own rate. The work is fun, yet

challenging and motivating. RetuOneesalso described a curriculum pro-

'yam that is more "..Iteresting than that of the mainstream. Dropouts

referred to the need for such curriculum. One returning student said

about his program:

"You work on whatever you wani. If you want 1..1 work on math,
social studies, or reading, they give you an assignment for
the subject'. Also, they test you, and even though they did'
this in school, over here you get the tests right away, the
,same day."

Other students. Support from other students was seen by,"bloomers"

as important. Other students in the program w6re often described a!

friendly and as providing a gond example through their own success.

They hellied the respondents to relate to and respect others.

.Sug.22,s:Lion§

"Bloomers" were asked whether they-had any suggestions for changing

their programs. About half thought no changes wee needed. A few hoped

that the number of programs ,such as theirs would be increased. They'

stated the need far' programs that i'rt alternatives to the.mainstream,

Among their suggestions was that the program be more demanding in terms
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of rules, curricula, and the process of selecting students for admission.

There were d few mentions of the need ,for improved physical facilities

and materials, more preparation for jobs or college, more extracureicular

activities such as field trips, anebetter race relations.

Returnees and dropouts were asked what advice they had for schools.

They stated the need for programs that treat them as individuals. For

example, one dropout said,

"I would expect it to be sympathetic with my problems and set
up a program where I could learn without having too much ,

pressure placed on me as far as the wOrk and the elme involved
in the work. To teach in a fashton that would be interesting
instead of boring and giveeme individual attention when I need
it."

Some of their'other suggestions to improve schools were:

"They could send some program representatives to.try to talk to
some of them (dropouts). Open up a place where they could just
walk in and talk about their problem."

"Do a questionnaire like this for their own school; find out
what is, wrong with their students."

"Set up a committee of students who know how to get in contact
with other students (dropouts). These students could get

' credit for their participation."

"Be ktod to kids who do mit do good'in school. Usually, they
want to but don't know how. If a teacher real,ly cares and
especially if, you think he or she loves,you you want ,,to work

harder to please the teacher."

"If they were shown. that it isn't as easy as it appears. There
should be some,kind of shock treatment to show them that it
isn't easy out there. The education department should start
something like the recent program on TV, "kared Straight!"
Have it directed at kids who think about dropping out."

itiLitIectLE2129.021.52L,..Thel.E.-§tIELetits

"Bloomers" perceived their programs as improving their personal

and academic lives. The overwhelming majority of "bloomers" felt that

the programs helped them to be better people. There was an even



greater perceived impaat on their academic lives. Almost all "bloomers"

said that their programs helped them to be better students. Comments

reflecting their progress include:

"I am more choosy about who my friends will be because I want
friends who will make me improve as a person, not go down on
the laddur.,"

"Yes, now I am more mature than I was. I,won't be ,...Ang profanity
as much. I can walk away frOm trouble without fighting."

.

"My main problem was arguing. It hows me how to look et both
sides of a problem and What to dor

) n
that'type of a'situation."

"I used to be Wild. Not anymore. That also influences your
grade.. I don't know, it is just out of habit now. It's just
that I want everyoneto have'great respect for me."

"It's helped me to see myself as I really am. With the special
courses, they inject different things.to teach.you about your-
self; There is a tourse where you speak to the.teacher and
your fellow students about Yourself, and they give you feedback."

"When you go to classes that are boring and then you go to this
program, it relaxes you ana gets you ready for the next classes
dfterward. You get to let out all of your anger. We get,to do
stuff for,old people in the neighborhood; like we,put on
programs at Christmas."

mIanayamIntspffi Students

About half of the "bloomers" felt that their classroom behavior

improved since being in the program. Better attendance (e.g., less

"herling out") and mov4 'self-control in the classroom were cited most.

often. "Bloomers" also mentioned that they now contribute more in

class and are generally more involved in classwork. Those who

described'improved relationships with teachers since the program,

most often attributed the change to the fact.that teachers in the

program are nonauthoritarian, informal, and easy to talk to. Improved

attendance and academic iirogress were two other areas often cited by

the "bloomers." In addition, they reported that they give more thought
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to the importance of P high school diploma, they are more willing to

meet work demands and to obey rules and regulations, and they are

more concerned about the world of work. Lastly, they mentioned that

theirstudy habits and ability to concentrate improved.

Personal Improved "interpersona skills including

more willingness td,gooperate, were,also seen as important results of

their experiences in programs,. Respondents also mentioned 4 stronger

sense of responsibility and better\self-control. An example of improved

self-control is the less frequent or discontinued use of drugs. Some

"bloomers" reported that they ate now seeking out.friends who avoid

drugs and "hanging but" and who ire trying to better themselves. In

addition to their increased interpersonal §kills, over half of the

"bloomers" felt that the programs improved their opinions of them-

selves. They most often cited'an increase in self-confidence and the

perception of themselves as potentially succesiful in life.

Changes in thiikimatELthLlature.. A dramatic thange

attributed by 4bloomers" to programs is with regard to thinking about

the future and the world of work. The majority of "bloomers" felt

that their programs ,are helping them to plan for the future. Nearly

all reported having learned things that would be of value in the world

of work. The most cited work-related skill was that of the ability :1)

communicate, both on the job.and in job interviews. Vocational skills

and a sense of responsibility 'Were also mentioned by respondents. Here

is how one student explained the effect of his program on his attitude

about the future:

"Listening to the senior citizens talk. It is funny to see what
they have been through because I do not want to,be in some of
the situations, like some of the senior citizens are. Some of
them even worry about where their next mal is going to come
frdm. I think,it prepares me so I will never be in a situation
like that." 31
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CHAPTER III

A DISCUSSION OF TWO StiGGESTIONS'

FROM THE DATA

Identifyiniellard-CoDDI..2.2out

Some of the data imply that there is a kind of hard-core dropout

distinguishable from' those dropouts who eventually do Teturn'to school.

One variable which suggests*this fundamental difference between hard-

core dropoutsd returnees is the extent to which the youngster thinks

about theluture. DropOuts and returnees were asked whether they had

given any thought to how leaving schoOl would affect their lives in the
1

future. Returnees 'were evenly split on this question, but among drop-
.

outs, twice as many gave''no thought to the future at those who did give

it thought..

A second distinouishingyariable seems to be the value that stu-

dents place on education. When "blOomeri", were asked,."How important

is it to yoU to get an education?", almost all said it is important.

When asked,' "If important, have,yOu always hhd this attitude?",, the ma-

jority of "bloomers" said "Nes." In contrast, an analysis of questiohs

about the meaning of education to dropouts reveals that though nearly

all said now it is valuable, nearly all said that it meant hothing to

them when they dropped-out:

ReachilUILILLtIJIT.228.

There are suggestions in the data that, dropouts would be receptive

to the school system's efforts to retrieve them and that there may be an

optimal time period for outreach. Almost three times as many dropouts

and returnees felt that 'ihey would not Orop out if they had it to do over

again, as those who felt they would drop out again. Also, most dropouts .
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either tried to return to school or thought about it, and 'All of them feel

that they would want to go back to Some kik( educatIonal program if

given the omiortunitt. All but one dropout thought that returning to

school would have a major effect on-their lives.

.Evidence that the dropout experiemealters the meaning,of educa-.

tion for youngsters alio suggests that dropouts would be receptive to

returning to school. Dropouts claim that education is nOW important to

,011

them becaus4 they see its connection.to job"success,. self-reirect, and

respect fro% otheri, although it meant little or nothing at the time

they dropped out.
V.

Another indication' of their,availability is that many Students whe,..;

leave school feel that they'do not benefit from doing so. When asked

whether dropping out benefited them in any way, dropouts were evenly-

\

split, while twice as'many returnees said they did not benefit as those

who said they did benefii. Their comments' about work illustrate.this

point. Although a surprising,number of rewondents reported that they

were able to find work while dropped out, (almost four timrs as many

said that they found jobs as said that they had not), vemly about half of,

the!.responden'ts. who found work were satisfied with their jobs.,

It is also clear from the data that, the experience of,dropping out

itself acts as a catalyst for youngsters wanting to return to school.

The experiences of dropouts on the whole were harsh:. They mentioned

the difficulty of finding a job, disliking the job they take, feelings

lack of self-respect and respect from othes, and boredom. Descriptions

about their experiences 'as a dropout include the' following:

"Once on my Own, I couldn't afford to take care of my responsibil,-
ity. I had a job and somettmes my boss Would leave a note°for me
to do something, and I couldn't read it. I was a butcher and I-
cou'dn't.read the scales. I was at the'point where I once con-
sidt .d tAicide."

33

Vt

r.
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"Never drop out; Ws too hard afterwards, much harder. You usu-
Ally forget most.'of what you learned, and yowhave an Inferiority,
compfex.

"T dropped out of high school because my mother watn't getting
enough money,from the welfarel-and I had to get a job.. The job
that I got wasn't working out the way that I had planned it wouli;
not enough money. They told me the best way tolet a good Joh watv
to finish school."

"After you start seeing the outside, ahd Some people,involved in
school and taking on that responsibilityveyou feet left out. You ,

Wind up.on the street; and thcse are the ones in Criminal activity.
They are looking for a buck, to look good; for a girl; acting as if
being out of school Oldn't affect"then trying to hide the fact."..

The ihterviewstata point, out,'furthermore, that if t;"4 school sys-

tem worked at returning dropouts soon after they leave school, it might

well be,successful in. its,efforts. Data that contribute to this conclu-

sion include: Mott returnees said that they thought about returnidg to

khool during the,first year that they were out; about half thought about

it within the firO six months after having dropped out; half of the drop-,

outs said that they could have been persuaded to stay in school at the

time that they dropped out; about half of the returnees reported that the
,

school did take some steps to.retrieve them, whereas most dropouts say
I.

that the schoolAid not take tteps.
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: litI4181_2119_94.of School,

"Students drop out for a whole range of reasons, suchls, lack of interest
in subject matter, lack of priority of education in their lives, lack of
understanding between staff and students, student's inability tcysee the,
,use of educationA students' feeling of powerlessness by.teachers and admin-
istrators who ,believe in authoritarian strategies. Students reject author-
itarianism. Educators don't recognize this because this iv the system they
came from. Regular problem solving strategies,seem to hove no effect with
dropout studpnts. You 'need new ones, or keep On losing,ground. Students'
living cohditions-are unimaginable. They suffer from such social, environ-
mental conditions as poverty, neglect,lack of concern by family, and lack
of,awareness by teachers'of these conditions, lack of'caring."

, "They drop outibecause of lack of adequate programs for them. These

'students should have more vocationally geared programs to train them for
getting jobs. They have family Oroblems: ,Parents are uneducated as to
what their kidt are doing in school. Someof the students are,working-to
support the family., Students are out all night either working or running
aroung, or sometimes aWbabysitting.' They haye poor healthOhey get sick
and fall behtnd. Work is too boring for the brighter Students." Illiteracy
is a big problem? e.Some have mental problems, fear of befng on their own
going from class to class. It's a lack of securitY . Some of these .

students fall so far b_ehiqd that,theramforced to quit. They don't get
caring on the.part of the teicherscA,The teachers feel that they are not
getting paid enough to give'any,extra time and energy. There is little
individual attetion. The teacher Should 'give students, moreAndividual
attention and dare,'and the'school system should show more concern for

these students'. Have smaller classes; 1, in a class so they can get what

they need.v

"They drop out becauss they are behind in reading, therefore, frustration..
They can't cope with the:work. Theyfall further and fqi.ther,behind; it's ,

not'true. They're not teaching unythingi:but this attitude becothes a self,-

fulfilling prophecy. Also,. you find a'senior who,shouldn't bein an

. academic program but in a vocationdl school programbulhey missed.the

exam, or decided too late, or didn't know \the options. A counselor can't
always tailor a program to the kid. ,The kid\may not be found in time.

This is because of the system of automatic progress. By the time they're

in high school, you can't pi,* up all the problemt. They're passed on

from elementary school and 'lot seen till high school. Never before have .

,
these kids been picked up for evaluation ahd testing. The system is not

making school and the world of work compatible."

361
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"I constantly hear thetecomplaints about tbe indifference towarctthem.
Students feel no one cares': And financial reasons-staying in sghool is
a burden for them. Also, this type of kid has difficulty dealing with
anything long range. They need a4variety of short term goals.. Their
orientation ii to the present, not the future. Students dislike school,
say, that there's nothing here for them, nothing to do. Somethtng less
structured might Mrake them stay, suchjas, five periods and work experience .

instead of eight solid academic periods. Give them experience outside
.

textbooks, to make "inflation" mean something. Many have a lot of ankiety
about getting out of thetr home situation. They wantout perhaps because
of alcoholic pai-ents or abuse. They want to be treated as adults and they
think adults don't'go to school."

C.

3 I"I
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CHAPTER I

, STAFF MEMBERS: TEACHERS,
COUNSELORS, ADMINISTRATORS

0
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Recognizing that potential and acutal droupouts usually have problems

beyond the school's control, repondents from this study hive a general
A

belief that their youngsters can leartrand that school tan educate them

.despite these problems. The. key to Success, repóndents firmly "agree,

is a staff that has skills,for relating toPand teaching thOtudent who

is vulnerable to dropping out. Staff members, in addition, must be will-

ing and be.allowed to expend an unuival amount of time and energy with

students, and must believe that students wip problems can succeed.

41.

Repondents suggest, in other words, that staff membersare most successful"

with these\stUdents when they want to.work with them, have the hecestary

"knowledge", and expect them to achieve. Least Successful with these Students,.

respondents report,'Ire teachers, administrators and.coUnselors who dO not '

understand these students' problews, who,are not comfortable with their

lahaguage or personal styles, and who'lack skills for effectively cbmmuni-
,

el

AdidWAuibmwarnamaw.

cating with them.

Respondents also mehtion that staff members who tend to engage in a

COnflict of wills with students, Where authority wit's out in the long run,

are often unsuccessful with dropout-prone'students.. Their op:nion is

that this disciplineoriented approach, with students who themselvei typi-

cally lack the:skill to explain their problems or to request help,verbally,

exacerbates tensions and prolongs conflict situations. The respondents

claim that these exchanges often result in the stu,dent being "pushed out°

of school instead of being helped. This results in heightened

l

A
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A

feelings of hostility and anger toward school and-school authorities

Teachers

Comments about teachers fall into two categories -- how the system

fails the teachers, and how the teachers 611 the students.
4

System failures: Some respondents'were more critical of 'the system
, -

than others, but even the least critical ,Sgespondents reierred to the

rigidity, hugeness, and cumbersomeness ofthe system's bureau6iacy

which"make..any changes or adjustments in procedures extremely diffi-

cult, if not virtually impossible. Typical comments were: "The. system

rew rds mediocrity; they, don't want hard working. teachers." "If you

in ovate, experiment, you.get in trouble." "If your're Ood, it's/ bad;

s th y hate anybody who rocks the boat." "The system wears you out." By

I I
1.

e system" some respondents meant the Central Board, some a combination

Central BOard and the school's administration and principal. Some .

ntionedthe union saying in effect that the union's° awareness of the

p st exploitation of teichers has, fn some cases, caused it to diicour-
, .

ge the giving of time and .effort.

Teacher failures: C

The Aajority of respondents made, some reference to teicheri who

should not be working with -pctential or actual aropouti because they

lack skills and a caring attitude. Many of the respondents exp,r4ss the

opinion that sO:much of the drOpout probleOs related tothis'mis-Match

They say, in particular, that some classroom teachers do not have appro-

priate knowledge, skills, or experiences to enable them to reach sttidents

who.are underachieving. They explain that dropout-prone students with

sacadem16 problems require teachers who Oen identify their special diffi-

*widest who ,have ways to motivate the unwilling student,, and who-have

39
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the patience to work with the student who expects to fail.
r"

Respondents also mention that some teachers don't seem to-have

the psychological stamina needed to work,with the dropout-prone student.

They claim that these students often'are emotional4 demanding, and

tend to wear-out staff members who can't pace themselves, tht.i. is par-

cel Out their Anergy in relation.to their own needs.

Counselors

The'ne'ed fors'a much:expanded counseling component is the sum total

of respondents' comments about thiS' subject.? 'Besidei academic and career

counseling, respondents named a wide range Of other services which schools

shaild provide the dropout-prone student. When asked, "Whatlare yourk

specific suggestions for improving counseling for the dropout-prOne,stu-

dent?" their answers included the, following list.

Counselors should: (1) provide a flexible program of studies with'

easy access tq a variety of approaches to learning'(2) lead, sessions on
f

interpersonal value clarification, descision making, conflict

resolution, self-discipOne, good nutritfon, study habits, sex education

personal grooming, and health maintenanCe, (3) give students information
4.

about the personal, financial and professional rewards of education, (4)
0

enhance the student's self-image, help develop self-confidence, (5) expand

contact with parents.so as to invOlve them in their child's life at school,

(6) work with parents to develop good counseling skills, and (7) make sure

stud:Ints :quire a saleable skill, with work ex'perience while in.high

Not bply did the overwhelming majority of respondents say that the

schools need more countelors, thpy etressed thL1 need for better counsel-

ors. As in the case ofteachers, resp.mdents,repeatedly,emphasized the

importance of specifically trained counselors fdr work with dropout-prone ,

11.1111allASAIM...1....
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students, and minselers who want tc work with.them. They mentioned the

need for counselops to be iamiliar,with and sympathetic to'the.student's

ethnic group and life style.

Many-respondents referred to the critical importance Of good leaden.,

ship to a program's or school'i success. The principal or direetor can

set the tone, articulate the philosophy, and personify the practice of

the settihg. IdeallY, he/she should be, according to the respondents,

fair, able to maintain or raise morale "go to bat" for staff and programJ

set the level of expectations for staff and students, and maintain per-

sonal, supportive contact with both groups. He/she must be acceisible

'and serve as a catalyst for thecreativity Of the staff. ACcording,to

some respondel*!, dropout prevention programs often)do not get this cali-

ber of leadership because the appointments are political.

Respondents reported that the principal and other:Senior administra-

tors of a high school, within which there is a special:program for poten-

tial dropouts, can "make or break" the program by their attitude,and

actions. Some respondents claim that their programs are regarded by

their administration with distaste.a4 are tolerated at best. Their

school principals lack enthusiasm and do not actively support them. Sev-
f.. .

peal respondents cited LilloW fadulty making diiparaOing. references to''

their programs. One respondent said, "The administrition.treats us like

a stepchild. They make it cl:zr they couldn't care less. Thiy sert'of

'tolerate us. And I clon't know why because we make them look good; we

keep a lot of kids in school for them." Thit negtive attitude of the

leadership, respondents argued, transmits to the restof the'school, so

that the special programs, and their staff and,students, are stigmatized

by the rest of the school.

41
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Other respondents reported that their Wministrationst extend them-,

selves io provide, every assistance. This kind of active support, respon-

,

dents explained, is,absolutely essential to special programs which are

-raced with enough challenges without having to deal with hostility or

indifference within the school system itself.

Problem Area Cited by
Staff Members: Teachers

Policy and decisions made by central
administrators often are unsuitable
and counterproductive for field
staff working with dropout-brone
students.

The teacher's role is too narrowly
defined with respect to students who
have many personal and home related
problems.

, System does not reward teachers who
are dedicated to and 'successful with
the dropout population.

40

System frustrates and discourages
innovative, creative teachers. It

resists change and there is too
much "red tape."

II

Solutions Suggested

1. SofiCit input from field staff
before handing down policies.
tuggestions include: (0.increase
collaboration betWeen central ad-
ministrators and field staff through
problem,solving workshops.

1. Expand the responsibilities of
teacher. Suggestions include:
(a) mandate and train subjectlea-
chers to instruct reading when nec-
essary, (b) require teachers in set-
tings with large-populations of drop-
out-prone students to assume.cbUnsel-
ing responsibilities, (0 encourage
teachers to work on students' prob-
lems after school hours (Rhone
calls, mail home, tutoring, etc:).

2 Consider changing certification
requirements to permit use of ex-
perience in lieu bf certain course, ,

requirements.

1. Reward excellence. Consider some .

kindsof merit system. Suggestions
tnclude: (a) master teacher designa-
tion, (b) money bodus for teachers
producing increase in student at-
tendance, higher reading and math
scores.

1. Create ombudsman role (at Board of
Education) who has direct access,,
to Chancellor and can assist teach-
ers in the implementation of creative
practices.



Problem Area Cited by
Staff MemberLaishm

Union awareness of past exploita-
tion of tr^e.hers causes it te dis-
courage g, ng of timeland effort.

There is no adequate system for hold-
ing poor teachers acCountable.due to
tenure.

Insufficient representation of racial
minorities on school staffs (students
need appropriate role models).

Some teachers unwilling or unable to
work with students plagued by personal
or family-related problems that inter-
rupt their progress in school.

Some teachers lack 'teaching techniques
and skills for working with students
who have a history of academic fail-
ure and are not motivated to learn.

Solutions Suggested

I k

1. No solutions offered.

1. Consider accountability, measurese
Suggestions include: (a) develop-
supportive;4periodic evaluations of
teacher performance. (b) train
superviors to identify ineffective
teaching appsoawheslikand to provide
constructive feedback.

1. No solutions offered.

1. Change assignment procedures so that
schoolt with large populations of
high risk students receive teachers,
who have the talent and the desire
to work with them. Suggestions in-
clude (a) give schools more auton4
in hiring teachers, (b) allow for

,specially qualified teachers to . .

volunteer for particular sites,
(c) when must cut Aaff, don't cut
on basis of seniority only.

1. Better prepare teachers to work
with this population. Suggestions
relate to teacher training and in-
service: (a) teacher trainin :

(1) lengthen eriod of stu ent
teaching, (2) enable "master" tea-
chers from inner city schools to
teach in college classrooms, (3)
teach instructional techniques
proven most successful with un-
motivated students, (4) make
courses about the teacher's own
mental health mandatory in col- .

lege, (0 teach about cultures of'
inner pity youngsters/ethnic groupt.
(b) in.service: (1) provide orien-
,tati-orTai for teachers new to
a school in its problems and prac-
tices, (2) support groups/sharing
meetings for mutual guidance, re-
assurance, skill exchange.



Problem Area Cited by
Staff Members: Teachersrr
Snme teachers lack ihterpersonal
skills for'effe6tively communjcat-.
ing with problem students.

36
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Solutions Suggested
_k_gaff Members

1. Specifically train ieachers in tech-
-niques for dealing productively with
hostile, hypersensitive, acting out
students. Suggestions relate to in-
servide: (a) provide group counsel,
ilog for teachers to gain insight and
control over their own behavior when
faced with difficult students, e

(b) provide workshops in conflict'
resolution; nonauthoritarian ap-
proaches to disciplining, nonjudg-
mental forms of criticism:

, Direct Quotations From Interviews with Staff.Members:

"Most teachers don't want to see these dropout-type kidi in thibuilding.
This is typical of.all teachers in all schools. Thts attitude must be
overcome. None of these programs can work iR chaos and violente, and
the lack of security in the schools indicates to.teachers that the Board
doesn't care. So double the security force, protect teachers,land then
teachers will see that it's not empty posturing. Without.protection,
teachers want the violent kids out of school, so something tangible must
be done' first, before teachers will see that the Board is serious about
dealing with the problem."

"With budget cuts we lost the best, many dedicated teachers and that
spirit frgone. Many teachers have given up., Now they are not very
successful, even with good intentions, Because of budget cuts there
is,demoralization. They feel they are on the front lineS. Feel they
have no way to control what's happening. And because of seniority,
schools are left with oldtimers. At this school, these older teachers
are usod to white,. middle class girls. Now, they are teaching in a ghetto
school. They have not adjusted to that for the most part."

"There is no sense of renewal for teachers. There are not programs where
teachers are encouraged to change their teaching, to discuss their re-
lationship with students, and there is a breakdown in contact between ad-
miniStrators, teachers, and students. This eventually leads to looking
at the job as routine."

44
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Direct uotations from Interiximit112,1011.1,19141:

PAs...c.ratteL.°1-L...............acherswho are.
,

Effective iiith Potential and Actual Dro ou s

"You must tell them not to give up because of those things beypnd their
control. Probably the teacher won't be able to do much about the kid's
family.life or even hislow self-esteem. And, he or she must be careful,
because there's much self-.%lfilling prophesy. When the teachers say'to
themselves, "This student, because of these,problems, will never learn"
it happens. So the teachers must never stop trying to maximize their 0-
fectiveness. Have students learn despite the constraints. Teachers
must learn to accept these constraints and work within them.'"

"A teacher shows contern by being a willing advisor, staying after school,
going out of his way to help the kid. Call parentt. Follow up on a kid
or informhhim that he cares. Treat kids as individuals with individual
personalities. Become a surrogate parent in.a way. Help with another tea-
dher he is having trouble with."

'"Go after the kid after he makes a step backwardi. Confer* with him, take
him out'for a soda, telephone.r, He/she has to feel it constantly. Being
willing to take riski for kids. Even if disappointed tfme and again.
Stick your neck out. Fight the system tO defend the student. Be avail-
able.. Establish contact with parents, home."

"Give time. Show specific interest, ask about problem^they had last week.
Compliment ,on appearance, clothes, compliment on achievement...personal
attention. I go to each student and work individually; this is'better
than standing in front of class. Spend time talking. Don't hassle them.
They have trouble with authority." .

"To work well with these students be honest. 'Tell them off when necessary.
Don't lie to the kids. They need strOcture, honesty, discipline. Tell.the
kids they've done somelhing right. Be genuinely open. You can praise the ,

kids, they thrive on that."

"Good, successful teachers with such students are'those who make themselves
aware of the individual needs of the students. They take the time. They
feel ft's their responsibility to get the students involved. They have
good teaching skills--are well prepared, use good questioning methods,
know edudational,materials and their use. The best teachers are the best
educated. They have good attendance. It doesn't have as, much to do with
a teacher's experience as with good supervision. That is very important--
can make all the difference.°
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"Must be dedfcated, must care. Must have willingness to get involved
beyond school hours. Call for kid, follow-up, see kid. Do more than
basic requirements. People who can and do listen, hear him, but under-
stand. Have tolerance of various behaviors: No preconceived ideas. No
prejud.ke, or at least less. Willingness to give of oneself-peffort,
time. Kids recognize this. 'It's the art of teaching. They have,a style.
It varies. The teacher who manages to convince the kid that they are on
the kid's side; that happens infrequently with the dropout student.",

"Talk to kids, not just in the classroom. ,Be friendly., but not their
friends. Make a distinction. You are the same as I am because we are
humans and have feelings, but we are not the same because I am older,
etc. Spend time after school. Don't be afraid to do things with the
kids; i,e., watch softball game."

"Must be tolerant, inventive,.flexible, but structured. Willing
to try stuff that is crazy, but structured enough to systematically make
notes on results. Must be both. With a wide background. Ideally, come
from many backgrounds. Teacher has to present a program,but be able to
depart from it. It's difficult. Most important are kindness and flexi-
bility. TeacOer has to push for impPovement without hurting their feel-
ings, which dre-very easily hurt. They will walk away. You may t?aVe to
change your prograM in one day quickly, or your students leave.

"Greet kids by name. The personal approach. Follow up on absenteeism
.and ask reasons and how kid is feeling or what's going on. Try to find
out about kid's personal life without prying. Personal contact like
."How's the job?" "Plans for this ana that" sports, cars, etc. Some
friendly interest in some shared aSpect--personal touch, but not overly
friendly or disclosing; i.e., personal life, drugs. Do discuss issues
like drugs, films, articles--attention to ongoing issues."

"Must.be able.to relate to the student. Must be able to overlook minor
indiscretions on the part of the student. Must be, able,.when assigning
a grade, to evaluate the work the kid has done individually (in relation-
ship to his own'improvement;.not comparing the student with the class).
Teacher must not hesitate to take extra effort; call the name, find the
student in another class."

Problem Area Cited by
Staff Members: Counselors

As in the case of teachers, coun§el-
ors also are frequently unprepared
foe or unsympathetic to dropout-prone
students.

46'

Solutions Suggested
...by_Staff Members

1. Better prepare counselors for
working with particular popula-
tions through in-service train-
ing. Suggestions in.clude:

(a) twovide orientation sessions
for counselors new to a school
in its problems and practices,.
(b) support groups/sharing meeta.

ings for mutual guidance,

Y...aM.1amWml/Marna..AJL....
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?roblem Area Cited,*
Staff Members: Counselors

Some counselors do not have the per-
sonal skills that'these particillar
students need (perhaps as basic as
listening) though they may be very
good at,college or career counseling. .

.1

Current coUnseling services in many
schools are insufficient. The counsel-
ing load in schools with high dropout
rates is unrealistic.

t)

4 '7

Solutions Suggested

takEt4M0612...

reassorance skill exchange,
(c) teach about cultures of
inner city youngsters and ethnic
groups.

1. Better prepare counsenlors through
in-service training. Specific
suggestions include: (a) provide

, 'group counseling for counselors
to gain insight and control over
their own behavior when faced'',
with diffjcult students, (b) pro-
vide wbrkshops-fh-nonauthoritar-
ian styles of Cohimunicating.

2. Reconsider assignment procddures
for counselors. Specific sug-
gestions include: ..(a) allow

counselors to volunteer for
schools they want to workin,
(b) consider match ups between
types of talents of person as-
signed and particular needs of
student population..

3. Extind counseling %Action to
school staff not necessarily'cre-
dentialed as counselors: i.e.,
enable sthool aides, vakpro-
fessionals, teacherkto do coun-
seling. .

0

,l. Increase the number of counselors
where the need is greatest. The .

ratio recommended by respondents
ranges from 1 counselor to 20
5tudentS (for a dropout prevention
program) to 1 per 100 students and
up to 1 per 800 students. Every- ,.
one deplores the ratios found in
some schools of'l counselor per
2,000 students. II



Problem Area Cited
plAtAilAgmbers: Counselors

0

Students most in need of help are ,

least likely to get it because
counselors have options about which E

case to work on, and for a variety
of reasons (e.g., wanting to maxi-
mize number of ttudents served, not'
wanting to spend time'on "hopeless"
cases),, often do not choose the po-
tential dropout,

Too much "administrivia": counselors
are burdened with too much paperwork
which prevents them from giving time
to students.

--N

The dropout-prone student needs much
more counseling on various subjects
in addition to traditional career
and college guidance.'

Solutions Suggested

JaritAff.hrters

1. The system siould establish coun-
seling priorities so that dif-
ficult cases do not get neglected.

I.

2. Omnibus counselors: One counselor
identified to work with stu ent
throughout stay in high sch ol,
including all his needs, pr gram,
attendance, work goals-and place,-
ment, personal problems, behavior
woblems, etc.

I. Reduce paperwork for counselors.
Suggestions inelude: (a) add
paraprofessionals, office aidet
to take card of much of the active .

paper,w6rk (b) improve intra'staff
comCnications about students,
keeping usable records of all con-
tacts.

1 Counselors should lead grouPs on
topics such as developing inter-
personal skills; e.g., how to
function in a group, hoW to com-
municate, how to express anger in
socially acceptable ways, how to
resolve conflicts.

(Problems, cited by staff members, pertaining to administrators
are presented in discussion format in Section II,Chapter VII.)

12.1r§ctInterviews with Staff Members:

Impraing_kumling for Potential Dropouts

"Jnstitute omnibus counseling where the counselor is responsible for every-
thing for the kid from the beginning to end, personal, program, etc., all
aspects: Do not have more than 300 kids to one counselor. tlave more para-

professionals and aides to follow up on calls and letters. Pursue kids,
,parents, and attendance office people. Decrease the caseload of counselors
and increase aides to go out in the field and bring parents and kids in."
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"Worlloads for counielors are overwhelming because they have to deal with
emot onally disturbed kids, career, college, etc. It's more than Just
dropout problems. There are bilingual problqms, and ambers ever-
thing. Teachers could take on a kid, bukmott teachers won't. If every
teacher took one kid with problems uhder his or her wing, 200 kids could
get one specialperson to help them out in a school. But, you can't
force them and,they won't."

"Counselors have to find a way to'talk to the total school population
through the group process. They should emphasize decision making and
the clarification of values. We 'ought to train counielors in these areas
to deal with whole classes, not 1 to 1, but 1 to 10, or'l to 20. Deal
with whole groups, so you can take over a class for a period, and reaCh
ill the kids., Thet will maximize their effect."

"We're not talking" about numbers, but the quality of counseling. EverY-
one who works)mith kids: The first line coatact people, teachers and
administrators, should be involved in counseling. We, are trying it.
It takes time' and effort to train for this. The "heavy stuff" is left
to the psychiatrist, but we all are and should be "counselors." Accept-
ing this fact is first. We are not just teachers of content, but tea-
chers of kids, Maybe we need to see kids as clients, in the same way
doctor has a client, and see them as people coming to us with many '',inds
of needs, not just for 'content."

"At high tchool level, a lot more follow up is needed; i.e., call the
same day the student doesn't show. Immediate contact helps. Schools
don't use peer counseling; i.e., the buddy system, etc. to help kids as
much as they could. This requires more time for me and other teachers to
make contact. More assistance in helping kids see life goals, objectives,
etc. There's a-lot of talk about it, but not much seems to really happen
here." .

"We need teachers to ict as counselers, or bring in paras. Counseling
work does not require specialized training; you can use uncertified people.
The elevator operator in our bUildinvis serving as a counselor without
being.recognized or rewarded. Just be able to give useful advice. Coun-
selors shot.ld themselves go to the homes of students, and see where the
students live. They don't. Have social workers or paras who make home
visits."

"Teachers and counselors must discuss students all at one time ip a group.
They need to share information regarding each stUdent. Kid does all right
in one class, but messes up in all others. Find out what's going right in
one class. How come this one teacher got through to him? We need to
ltarn if the student is sick, pregnant, or worked up. Here, one boy was .

getting each girl pregnant; we found out when we compared notes. I'm not,
sure the city can afford to do this. The student may have simuttaneous
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problems: health, mental health, academic, and economic: Students eat
junk; they live or, potato chips. They need to be told what's good. Some
don't eat at all. Nobody takes care of them. We assume all people learn
certain thingseating, bathing--but it's not so. Nlany of the kids need .

a good medical exam. They'ye not learned basic living skills. They need
IQ testing; many are below average. They need extra help. They can be
helped. It's the smarter ones who are more likely to make trouble. The
weaker,ones often are passive."

e

"In our school we have each staff member acting as surrogate parent to
ten advisees. We tap into the student's emotional life. That's,a very
importantlink. School is and. should be a part of the community. It
should be aware of everything in the commUnityhousing, health, food; and
'social services. It should'be able to.make referrals, intervene. We need
after school centds. School should be part of a child's whole life, not
only academic. It should be associated with play, too','not a cold imper-
sonal building that shuts at 3 p.m. The'syStem doesn't contact homes to
find out what the.problems are. It needs to reach out via home.visits,
extensive phone calls, truant officeri, family assistants,. and street.
walkers. Find out why achild is sleepy, dirty, drinking, or takingArugs."

C.

.1



; CHAPTER II

SIZEBUREAUCRACY

The problem'of siZe, that,is, the largeness of units, was sponta-
,

neously mentione4y alMo t every staff member sometime during the

interview. Not all addressed themselves to the same ispeit of the

problem. Some mentioned Pie vastness of the school system and'its

massive bureaucracy;many spoke about the hughnest of some

high schools; and probably the greatest number spoke spout excessive

class size.

Some respondents described the negative effects of the largeness

ools, classes, and the system on teachers. They spoke of the

inabili to make personal contact with students, of not being able

to effici tly reach officials who are in Positions to°do something

about presstng problems,.and of the interminable processes involved

'in getting anyihing done which is_the least out of the ordinarY

(sometimes because, the proper forms do not existI). For other responr.

dents,(the vastness\of the system was ton depressing to even contemplate.

All agreed that particularly for potential dropouts, big is bad. ,

The largeness of the sytem and of schools is seen as depersonalizing

and alienating. Respondenis explained that it requires good social

skills and a fair amount of SelfIconftdence to find.one's way among

thousands of students. Most dropout-prone youngsters either do not

ask for attention., or try to attract it by undesirable behaviors.

Quite a few respondents,,pointed out that for many of,these studenti the tran-

sition from the relatively protected, small'world of the junior high

school to the usually overwhelming high school is traumatic. They just

can not cope.



A)roblem Area Cited by Staff Members:
Size

Size of classes is a Problem for
students and teachers. Classes
are too big for dropout-prone
students to get individual attention'
and instruction. Individualizing is
difficult in classes of 30 to 40
students and creates frustration
on Vle part of teachers.

Large schools are problematic for
dropout-prone students. Students
in risk of dropping out, more than
others, neft consistent attention,
from caring adults and a sense of,
belonging to a family or'a community.'
They are less ,able than others to
request the help, or develop attach-
ments in,a mass setting.. They relate
to persons rather than institutions;
and they tend to "get lost in the
shuffle" because they don't know,how
to seek,out support from school
authorities and teachers.

SolutionLaugulIstly Staff Members .

1. Some respondents,who call for a
sMaller teacher to student ratio
indicate that it must be accompa-
nied by a change in the teacher's
attitude. Otherwise, it will not
make a difference in the experi-
ences of students in the class-
room:

1. the solutions mentioned address
themselves to creating smaller
units within large Schools-is
mini schoolsT-or to'creating
off-site programs which are. .

considered preferable.

2. Better orientation of students
coming from junior highbschool
to high school. Each junior
high school entrantand often
his/her parent, can meet student'S
counselor in spring before en-
trance, and in a-few schools
already do. Weave high school
program around student's needs.

Direct uotations from Interviews with Staff Members:

ga....11nifl.t.§ about s 0,41.§11.1a-LA

"The system contributes to the dropout problem by its immensity. The
structure is such that mest individuals don't see overall planwhere
they fit, where they are going. This is true for students and staff, so
they revert to a kind of lock step, not following, a deadening situation.
It keeps them out of touch with their own goals and purposes.t

"There is little chance for change. Even if good things are done in one
place, it is hard to disseminate this S0 others can learn of something
that works and can also implement it. Bureaucracy makes implementation
difficult. By the time these changes are made, you have lost timeliness
because the population affected keeps changing:"

al



"There are too many kids in classes; i.e., 48.in one of My classesw..
overcrowding. There is no chance for teacher interaction, and no
chance to learn or contact the teacher. There is lack of.ihe
attentionLthat these Kids particularly need."

"Burekucratic. Slow moving. Red tape. Frown upon innovations. Rules
and regulations. For example, it's good to go on field trips and
'visit places of work, but it's.difficult to take a class out otschool
because of the need for forms, approval, and consent of administration.
This frustrates teachers from innovating. One positiye point is
the alternative schools. They can get around some of this. Also",
good stuff is dode at the central office, but dissemination of the
information is tough. There is a need for more openness, sharing,
and cooperation. There is a communication problem in.getting in-
formation into schools and getting some schools to accept new ideas.
ood curricula, etc. are written,- but are never used in schools. This

way much good effort is lost."

11

"The system is too big. There is too much of a bureaucracy. For'
example, when a counselor identifies a kid who needs special ed-
ucation, by the time the kid gets,in the special lad'alass, he has
dropped out. The waiting lists are very long. 'Home instrUction
programs where students get work at home also have taken a long time
to implement. When you recommend a student for another program

.

in a different school than they are currently enrolled in, there is
a great time lag." -

"If-a kid changes his goalS, there is no system flexibility. For
example, if a kid decides in llth grade that he.wants to go to.a
vocational school, he can't get it becauie vocational is only
open in the 9th and 10th .grade. SizeSheer volume and numberstare
a.problem;.i.e., record keeping for transferring from school to :

school. We can not makechanges if there are cut-off dates.. Some-
, times all the regulatidns "snowball.". One problepleads

to--another.
, Parents do not atways know English and can not communicate Olith
the'school staff.":



6APTER III

OUT OF SCHOOL PROBLEMS
THAT AFFECT DROPOUT-PROWSTUDENTS

Reipondents typically.charactertzed students withwhom thby:ye4

worked who are likely to dropout as stressed by. a variety of personal

and family related problems. The tyPe of problenis and 'thetr severity

vary with the student--conflicts with parents, troutle with the law,

sitk'orill family, members, financial problems, being a young parent,

suffering from depression, intense anxiety-or fears ebout school. Ac-

cording to the respondents, many students.lean 'towards droppinr out, 0

actual.ly do, becauSe they are unable to'cope both with the stresles of

School and,their personal lives. Their problems,often occupy the time,

their energy, and their thoughts, and so interfere with their abilities

'to attend school, to concentrate and to learn.

1 ,

Some respondents.say that.their students are so probiem-ridden that

nothing short of a massive social service intervention 'lithe school
.

system could enable them to-remain in school. Other,respondents saylnat .

their youngsters basically, need a friendly-ear, a confidant, some sound

adult advice, and emotional support as they work'througlf stresses in their,

lives.

The respondents differ, therefore, about the specific role of the

school system when it encounters youth who have difficult lives; however,

the majority of respondents agreed that the system does have a
,

responsibility to reach out and support these students in their attempts

tà'attend and succeed in school. There was also wide agreement that

currently tha school systeni is ndt doing ell that it can,in this regard.

R4spondents argued for the reordering of budget priorlities to providt
rf

sChoolS with the necessary resources,to respond to, or to refer

IN
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0oblem-ridden students; an increase of staff training for all school .

'staff who face these students; a management plan to increate co-

operation With the city's social service agencies and thus eliminate

much duplication of effort.

To illustrate the pint of view that the system can do more to help
.

students cope with personal stresses, many respondentt related
.4

anecdotal accounts of some of their own successes. These accounts told

of caring adults who taki: out-off-school time to listen to a troubled,

youngster; teachers Jho share their own advice and experience in an .

effort to counsel students; staff members who go to students' homet to

.talk.with parents so as to better understand a problem; counselors'and ad7

ministrators' tireless effortt to work with4students and their families

to minimize majOr stresset--unemployment, sickness drugs or criminal

activity, divorce, etc.

Interestingly, many respondents beliiVe that often a small effort
. ,

to help a studenf goes a long way in terms of building mitual rapport,

and therefore increasing the student's positive thinking about school.

Exam!lItt of thete efforts included finding part-time'work for a
\

student,,getting-a babysitter-lor a young mother, giving an alarm Clock

tO 4 late Sleeper, referring an alcohol father to a clinic, and help-

ing a girl resolVe a conflict with her boyMend.

Problem Area Cited by Staff Members:

iltering students often lack educa-

tional preparation/support from the
home. The current system operees
on the assumption3 that parents
prepare their children for the sys-
tem by providing motivation for
schooling, behavioral and 3ocia1
skills expected by institutions.

Spiltientleagelkdkly.aLL Members

1. Parent education. Suggestions'
include: (a) teeth parentingr-
how to motivate children for
education, how to support atten-
dance and punctuality,how to
reward desired behavior,how to
increase their,child's cultural
experiences, how to develop and

41



Problem Area Cited oy Staff Members:

Our respondents question Fome of

these assumptions. Most believe

that the bulk of parents of high risk

stUdents do not themselves have suf-

ficient skill, knowledge, and control
over their own lives to be able to

.

provicie'everythiwthey may mish for

their children. Others say that some

parents are not even aware pf the,re-

quirements fo their role. in this

respect, such as, supervise atten-
dance, )owework, sleeping habits.
Many respondents are fully aware
,that the parents most fn need of

help are least likely tO avail them-

selves of it. Still, they, feel

attempts must be made by schoolsor
by community agencies in concert with

schoOlsi. _

Potential dropouts frequently have

legal, housing, physicalmental
health,-and/or.financial problems,
and few resources or skills for
addressing them. This onslaught of

problems makes it difficult for them

to attend 'school consistently and,

interferes with their ability to
concentrate ',hen they are attending.

v,

'7

Solutions Sugseitsclety Jtaf_f_tit...nberl

supervise study Skills, how ,to

deal with school authorities; (b)

provide courses on child develop-

ment and child,rearinge

2. Provide counseling for parents.
Suggestions include: (a) group
counseling, (b) parent support
groups,, (c) pychologically
oriented courses ovpsychologisti
provided in evening schools, (d),

psychologibally oriented courses
provided through educational TV.

3. Use family aFsistants to visit

homes-.

'At school, provide breakfaSt,
recreational areas for parents,

and homework helpers.

School system heeds to become
actively involved in the'solution
of the problem affecting student's
learning experience. At the very

least, appropriate school personnel'
should he actively inVolved in re-
lerrals to appropriate agencies
(give information to parents, set

up, appointments, adbompany if 'neces-

lary, follow through, onAgesults

of referral, pick up on unresolved

problems). At most, the schools
should have the resources and
will to intervene even more in-

tensively (such as getting students

out of jail', going with them to

clinics, contacting landlords,
lawyers, orwelfare workers,
placing them on jobs.)

2. Plan for students who must work

full time to get a diploma through

an alternative to the regular high

school.

3. Increase schools' capacities to do

job placement.
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Problem Area Cited by Staff Members:

Schools do not identifY problems
early; some do notsver get iden-
,tified. If dealt with, the 'remedies
Imre often fulfill.tho school's per-
geived responsibility, rather than
deal effectively with the problems.
(For example, sending absence
notices home to which no one re.
sponds.)

Potential dropouts frequently lack
interpersonal skiills which exacerbates
school problems: how to functioh in
groUp situations; hoW to communicate
their ideaseffectively, how to ex-
press both their positive and nega-
tive feelings in socially acceptable
ways.

.§92111WLI1MW.,4jittELIIThers

1, ,Any problem should be examined by
school authorities, and its origin
determined. (Respondents stress
that only thenicavanpropriate
solutions be found; i.e., sleeping
in class may be dUe to lack.of
supervision at home, poor nutritian,
boredom with curriculum, phyiical
problems like anem4 eyestrain.).
Suggestions include: (a) develop.'
criteria and procedures for noticing
and, picking up that a problem exists,
(b) impi.ove record keeping on student
progress, (c) identify staff for
continuous scrutiny of records,'(d)
systematic sharing of inforination
about each student by all staff, (e)
develop guidelines for determining
the point of school's intervention
for medying student's problems,
(f) provide time, opportunities for
staff to talk to student himself
about the problem.

Expand counseling function of,
schools to include personal coun- 7

seling (advice about individual

probJems, provide courses in inter-
personal skills and personal develop-
ment (gaining self-image), dis-
cussion groups on decision making,
value clarification, conflfct
resolution, study habits, the mean-
ing of education, and the whole
range of the problems related to
growing,up. Suggestions to achieve
this include: (a) increase oppor-
tunities for group counseling
and peer counseling, (Many respon-
dents report vtry positive results
from both of these techniques.)
(b) give minimal training to every
person employed in school build-
ing (bus driver, elevator operator,
lunch room attendants, maintenance

.

men) to communicate positively
with youngsters.
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nitutjaatiams from Interviews with Staff Members:

CP,MIVALAb,91&...9410(2LIn

"Parents should be phoned and contacted, not just mailing. Make calls
at night. Hire personnel or reimburse teachers for this. Because
parents work and kids get the mail, you need to call at night. Teachers
should talk to each parent of eaCh student, regardless of whether there
is a problem, and maybe the parent will :alert the teacher to some
problem."

"Face-to-face communication is better thank written; otherwise, telephone.
,Make' yourself available after school houft, with counselors making
calls from their own homes at night. 4k letterpis the last possibility
saying, °I tried to reach you, but could not." We need to do family
counseling with the parent and the student present. Create an atmosphere
of support from different people, not just the counselor. The pro-

,0fessienal must not be. judgmental. Parents should feel they can come
back. Counselomshouldnot claim to be experts in communications."

"Have parent workshops with day care service, available for those who need
it so .they can attend. Have evening workshops. Have progress,reports
on positive behavior, not just negattve. Parents have had it up to
here by high school time with the.ir kids. All they have ever heard is
bad. Each letter has ,alwoys been bad news. You should give them

.coffee and cake and show them"the,folder containing the child's wdrk
and tell them of progress. 'They go home glowing; ond the child comes
to school.glowing. Parents are happy to once hear something good about
the child,

"Make parents see the value of education. Get in touch with them.
Bring them into schoOl. Use Cetalunds and get students who have
finished school to go and talk to parents ud involve them, at off
hours. Use publicity, meetings in community centers or central job
sites to contact parents. It helps if school personnel can talk in

parents' language, Spanish or Chinese. We need translators in school,
-Have to change the whole.concept of separation of school and community.
Have parties, good parties, so good that,more will came to the next
one. Word gets around if you treat people right. Mitt them pleasantly.
Start with parties and get to know these parents."

"Staff involvement at the home level, even just helping a parent with
budgeting time, so a kid can help the parent out at non-school times. ,

Groups of parents could come and talk and start a parent group for
discussing problems and help parents get feedback to solve their problems..
The main thing here is staff involvement. Go to the homes or call at
non-school flours. Impress parents and kids with a desire Lo follow
through. Counsel parents on how to arrange their Reeds and the kids
time with the kid's school responsibilities. Make the parent aware
what demands school places on the kids. Have parent talk groups to
share problems and solutions with other parentsa-problems such as baby-
sitting, best route to school, etc."



, CHAPTER IV

ATTENDANCE

1,0

According to the staff memtprs interviewed, the bulk of dropouts

arrive in high school with inadequate basic skills: One of the reasons

most often given for this was poor and erratic attendance. Respondents
P, I

recognized.thaterratic attendancelespecially tf it .begins at'the

'elpmentary level, leads to skill retardation; skill retardation illsuret

.continued academic failure; continued failure leads the student to

frustration and to'a rejection of, school which,expresses'itself in con-

tinued truancy.and an eventual dropping out. It is-this pattern which

respondents call the "viious cycle," and which most.say must be'broken

by an effective school response andintervention.

While excessive absence Causes problems, it is also regarded as'44

resuli 'of other causes, such as lack of'imrsonal motivation, home

problems,and peer 'pressure. . However, whether poor attendance is ex-

plained by "chaotic family life," or "lack of interest in schooling,"

or the "school turning off the kids," or" poor teaching," there was, ,

agreement that dropocs tend to have histories of truancy in elementary

schools which are usually continued in high school. Most said that if .

this pattern is set early in elementary sehool it is 4xtreme1y hard to

remedy at the high school level.
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Problem Area Cited By Staff Members:
Attendance

11114081.1.111011

Absence because of lack of paren'al
supOvision of, or support for atten-
dance. Many parents do not adequately
understand the need for consistent
attendance, or do not take sufficient
interest in their child's school
attendancq. Respondents'give examples
of parents who pull their child out of
school toward the end of the term for
a family trip without an understanding
of the consequences to their child of
missing all final exams. In many
instances parents do not know that
their offspring is being truant,
either because the child deliberately
misleads them, or because they go to
work and do not see if the child
actually goes off to schoeL

Absente because of home problems/
obligations. Student has to cope
with own or family needs because
parent(s) is Incapacitated (sick,
alcoholic, addicted,.working full
time, etc.), or because student
has to take mother to hospital,
or serve as interpreter in welfare
office, or has to work to soport
family, or has te cart for (mn
baby, or has no place live, or
has no one to clothe or feed him
or her, is being abused,etc.

SolutioUlaang9/11.1itialtrAn

1. Increase school's communication
with parents of potential drop-,.

outs. Suggestions for how to
maintain effective parent con-
tact include: (1) establish
positive relationship with,
parents early to develop their
poperation, (0) avoid only
contacting with negative news
about their child (failure,
truancy, behavior problems), (c)
maintain contact on an on-going
basis (either via counselors,
attendance officers, or teachers)
and inform parent about the fact
that their child is absent, and
of the importance and conse-
quences of poor attendance. (d)
make phone calls to find out
why child was absent on same
day, or as soon as possible, (e)
keep parents, work phone num-
ber on file (as well as those
of grandparents of other close
relatives), (f) enable teachers/
staff to have easy access to
school phones, (g) make pro-
visions to contact parents
after work hours or in early
morning hours. (h).use students
tcicall their peers; set-up a
buddy system:

1. Scnools should intervene or ,

make referrals to solve home
and personal problems inter-
fering with attendance. Re-
spondents' suggestions include:
(a) schools must have strong
counseling/social service
components to'identify whole
range of problems early, in-
tervene quickly, and make
effective, swift referrals, (b)
to the extent that some
problems are beyond actual
solution (e.g., physicall,l' or

emotionally ill parentt un-
stable family situations)
troubled studdnts should at
least have aiconcerned and
sympathetic staff member
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Problem Areas Cited by Staff Members
Attenoance

.Absence because of feelings of hope-
lessness and futility about school.
Students with a long hitory of fail-
ure feel defeated and fall so,far
bihind they give up on:school;
they feel the'school has given up
on them and see no point in con-
ttnuing. Many, in addition, see
no connection between school at-
tendance and any pay off, such as
a jci;, cr career. ,

There is nothing in school tv hold
students'.interest or engage their
involvement (school is boring). '

Some respondents attribute
habitual absence to lack of fit
between the students and the
school curriculum. What is
taught, and the way it is taught,
is irrelevant to the students'
lives and experiences. Respon-'

dents claim that the curriculum is
dated, uninterestingly or in-
effectively presented, and in
general, fails to tap students'
interests or address students'
needs.

kationiksig.....eswiluSaff Members;

assigned to whom they can talk
,and who will monitor their progress.

1. Reverse the pattern of con-
tinuous failure'by provid-
ing positive experiences in
school for students. Sug-
gestions to accomplish this
include:,(a) approach stu-.
dents with poor attendance
on a personal basis, in a
nonthreathening manner (hand-
written notes, willingness to
explore the problem), (b)
identify students''needs and
interest areas, (c) provide
student with a program or
class where some achievement
is insured and where other
positive experiences and
reinforcement for effort are
built in features of the
activity;use.a marking sys-
tem which awards all work
done with part.of a credit.N.
(d) give'student much in-
dividual attention in class
and in dealing with personal
probleMs, (e) closely moni-
tor,students' attendance
and make adjustments at first
sign of no progress.

See Chapter V on curriculum,
and instruction.



Problem Area Cited by Staff Members:
Attendance

Absence because of lur e. of street
life, peer pressure to stay out,
lack of self-discipline, lack of
motivatlon. The attractiveness
of other options to going to
school are frequently cited in
the context of competing en-
vironments (i.e., 'the street's"
appeal is relative to the
school's lack of appeal). Some
respondents'say that since', the

student's motivation for school
is not very strong, any temp-
tation will do to keep him/her
out. Absences are also attri-
buted to lack of self-dis-
cipline, an underdeveloped sense
of resOonsibility, and the in-
ability to defer gratification.

.

Absence because of emotional
problems. Students are ab-
sent because they are de-
pressed, anxious, or other-
wise psychologically unable to
cope with the demands of school,
and get no proper Attention and
help with their problems. These
psychological and emotional
problems are often related to
other home problems.

Health problems. Students are
absent because of illnesses.
Dropout-prone students appear to
have a high incidence of un-
treated ailments. In one pro-
gram respondents report an inor-

dinately high incidence of asthma.
In another School; respiratory
diseases are named as acause of
much absence.

The school's response to poor
attendance is inadequate at
several levels. The response is
not swift enough and it does not
touch the root of the attendance
problem. Many respondents agree
that, by and large, when and if the
school does respond to the student
with attendance problemst the real

6 .4,,

§91.8.1.91111112101.0.14.111fUld0m.

1. Counter appeal of street life
and peer pressure for absence.
Sugge*tions incl.ude: ,(a) use

peer counseling Irou0s to in-
duce attendance. Natural leaders
among dropout-pr ne students
should be identi ied, "con- .

verted" and involved in the task
of turning arounil other stu-
dents, (b) invite luccessful
members of the stuclent

community to counseling ses-
sions or classes a* living ex-
amples of the posiOve effects
of completing high chool.

Hardcore'unemployed \dropouts
(or ex-prisoners or 'drug addicts)
could serve as negative role
models. ,

1. Review alternative approaches to
counseling and,.guidance employed
b.!' some alternative schools

ant; dropout prevention\programs.

1. Pursue these problems through
omnibus coumeling, with para-
professional help.

1. Revamp and fund the Bureau o
Attendance to provide service
to every school.

2. Increase the number of community
street workers who can make
personal contacts with truants

34 Change the allocation formula
\

so that schools with large
'
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Pro5lem Area Cited by Staff Members:
Attendance

cause of the problem is not ad-
dressed (most frequently the
school's response is to contact the
home to let the parent(s) know their
youngster is not in school.). Re-
spondents feel that it is rare for
schools to make strong efforts to
investigate the rearreasons that a

student is not attending and rarer
still for schools to provide supports
to the student 'that may help him/her
overcome ttie problem. In some cases,
respondents admit, schools do not
have the resources or manpower to
effectively deal with the problem
after they have identified it.

Suspension as a penalty for chronic
poor attendance iS frequently counter-
productive. In vievi'of its prevalent
use by schoolst'it is surprising how
few respondents suggest suspension
when asked how to deateffectively
with students whose attendance is poor.
One respondent offers the opinion

, tNt it is totally illogical to int:.
ose the penalty of not coming to'

school. An explanation for "flying
in the face of logic" seems,to be
'that some administrators and
teachers do not have other ansWerS
for dealing effectively with poor
Attenders; i.e., a few respondents
express the view that "nothing .

really works." when the student.has
a htstory of poor attendance. Many
other respondents, though, seem to
feel that the schools use
suspension because it is the easiest
way, to deal with what can be a
difficult problem.

ADC form/attendance connection: While
dfscussing the subject of attendance,
a number of respondents raise the
issue of the welfare letter. Probing
revealed that they are referring to
a form issued by the Welfare Depart-
ment (actually by HRA, also ca7led

§..21.0.J211.§...§10.9.1§acW)!..aaf

numbers of truants arde not de- '

prived of funds due to poor
attendance rates;

Respondents are of the opinion that
suspension is most effective as a
way of treating onlx those students
'with behavior problems who value

. their school setting, and 'there-
fore experience suspension as a

!.

Respondents are calling for some
reform to induce parents receiving.
ADC to accept a fair share of re-
iponsibility for their child's
attendance where it is evident
that they are not: Most respon
dents were unclear about the
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Problem Area Cited by Staff Memebers:
,Attendance"

"face-to-face" which must be
signed by the school certifying that
a student is enrolled in the'school,
so that the parent can continue to
receive ADC payments for the child.
These respondents are expressing
frustration and disapproval of a
System which permits the parent to
come to school and get the form

, signed even if the child attends as
little as one day in that term.

ScationL§Aquiej jasiaiLitiel_ben.

kind of reform that might be pos-
sible, but requested that the
issuance of checks be directly
related to the actual school at-
tendance of children.



CHAPTER V.

ACADEMIC FAILURE: CURRICULUM AND INSTRUCTION

Respondents were 'in strong agreement that the academic-com-
It

.prehensive high school curriculum is not effective with students who

. may be on the verge of dropping out. It"s ineffective for a variety

of reasons. Respondents argue that it demands too much conCeptual

work for the student whose reading level is low, who lacks the ability

to concentrate in class, and whose skill in analytical thinking has

not been developed. The academiecurriculum may strike many students

as irrelevant, especially if they have pressing personal'problems,

if they are not goal or future-oriented, Or if they believe that an,

ability to deal with the demands of street life is the proper meisure of

personal success. Finally, it is difficult for the student who has

not had broadening social experiences whose frame of reference for

interpreting ideasand events is defined by the boundaries of his/her

own personal world. As one teacher put it "Tfiey will get to the

Roman Empire but first let them get tO'Clinton Streets"

Respondents also agreed that the typical mainstream instructional
A

methods and materials are not sufficiently practicil for unmotivated

students and students who do not have college aspirations: They,

neither pt4epare students for the worfd Of work imilediately after high

school, nor equip them with skills for being effective adults and

citizens. Also, there was strong agreement that the teacher's

repertoire must be diverse for potential dropouts. Respondents

characterize most of these students as having few study skills, or

or having difficulty paying attention and focusing in on a task, or

having low frustration levels. They stress the importance of en-

66
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gaging these students interests by varying the method of,learning.

A number of people commented, for example,I that.the developmental
I.

lesson plan, in particular, and any other singular approaches to

teaChing a lesson, cannot be-relied on to work with these students. The

developmentallesson plan is difficult for the slOwer or.shy student because

it relies on classroom discussion. Plus, it creates problems for the

student with poor classroom attendance who falls behind because lessons

proceed at the pace of the teaChing program, rather than the student's

learning pace. The respondents emphasized again and again the need

to aim materials and methods, as much as possible, to the indiyidual

needs, experiences, and lecArning styles of students. Said in another

way, they commented that.teaching materials and methods should
6

interest and engage students but not make inordinate demands,on-their

capacities for achievement.

Respondents also noted that there are among dropout prone students

many who read well and who are definitely college potential, if given

,individual attentiqn. According to respondents, flexibility of

schedule and access to a variety of programs are the keys. In addition

several respondents observed that many of the studees who drop out

are not at all different from many students remaining in schools.

They point out that in terms of reading and math scores, the two

groups are not very different, As one respondent put it, "Being severely

handicapped academically is not unique to dropouts." Throughout

,the interviews, these respondents focus not so much on preventing

dropping out, as on achieving learning. They stress the importance

of disseminating knodledge of alternative methods to teachers in aca-:

demic comprehensive high schools who are still tied to approaches that

no longer work for them.

66
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An analysis of respondents' suggestions for' specific changes

in current-currieulum requirements gives.' the impression/that there's

is wide diSagreement about.standards for high schoul graduation: For'
kt

example, some strongly criticized the new State minimum competency,

tests for being unrealistic. They argued that failure to pass these

tests,,which they expected of many students, would give Students
,

v

another reason for dropping out. Other respondents, however; took the

position that such fundamentals as are required by the State tests

shoult not be watered down; They discussedtthe need to teach these
1

competencies in the context of a variety of instructional.programe
. .

Which take into account differences in learning pace, attention span,

verbal skills, reading.levelt and need for'supervision in learning.

Respondents also suggested a variety of,neo course offerings

for dropout-prone students,. 'The most 'reCommendeci'subject was

"sum/hal skills;h. e.g., how to budget time and money, how to

.1)alance a checkbook, how tp diarwith institutions, agencies, and

authority ftgures, how, to uie the.public transportation system, how

-to get and hold a job''.; how !!') re;pond to frusiration appropriately.

Also, they consistently stressed the need'for courseS with practical

applications and for teachinveverything.using a practical, as opposed

to a theoretical or abstract orientation: Hands-on learning ex-

periences and work-relaied subjects and skills were universally re-
.

commended.



Problem Area Cited by Staff Members:
,Curr culumonoccioN1011.0111,1cpoto.r.

Theacademic-,,comPrehensive high 0
school curriculUmPis unrealistic in
that ft does not provide for some
students' elementary basic skill
levelS, poor study habits, and con-
ceptual limitations at time of en-
trance into high school. The high
demands of ttie curriculum not only
do not produce learning, they create
frustration, failure, and strong
resentment to the contents

C?

Curriculum not Varied enough.
Students bored with cOntent. ,It is

not seen as relevant to their lives.
It is remote from their experiences
and interests.

A

Curriculum content not oriented to
hands-on instruction. There is
widespread belief among respondents
that hands-on teaching methods are
°the most successful with dropout-prone
students. Not enough pf the current
curriculum and materials support ,

this effort; and those that exist
,are not being used.

Curriculum ignores important educa-
tional needs of students.

Solutisaliagetinv
1

1: Identify studenti unable to cope
with curriculum demands becatse,
of skill/conceptual problems ,

early in junior high school via
careful scrutiny, and provide
intensive remediation before
pattern of failure in semdary
school can develop.

o'

2. Tailorteaching material/cur-
riculuM requirements to student's

/ ability level.

3. Enalile brighter potential,dropout

to enroll in mini-school where hi/she
. can forge.ahead throUgh in-

creased attention to 'needs.

1 Prqvide,greater variety of courses.
Offer courses-that reflect stu-;

dents'-intereits, life exlieriences,
community,affairs..

2. Orientcoursei to world of work,
including all *academic courses..

3. ,Increase opportunities for in-
. % volvement'in sports and the arts,

and make better use-of such .

existing programs as Reading in
the Arts.

.4

1. Structure curriculum offerings to

Wmximize experiential, hands-On
learning experiences. In-

dustrial arts shops canNbe used
all day long, not just for a few
periods. Reading and writing
can beitaughtsin those settings.

14 Mandate "survival" skillslife
skills courses (e.g., personal
development, practical*living
classes, such as learning how

, to budget, nutrition and grpom-
ilg habits, time management, how
to use public transportation

beyond their neighborhood, how
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Problem Area Cited by Staff Membev4s:

Curriculum does not "make sense" to
students. Students are ur:ble to
see "payoff" of educational process.
In additiovi, typical approaches to
teaching stress academic learning

, and undervalue other kinds of
learning.

Problem Area Cited by Stiff Members:
Instruction

Structured developmental lesson plan
counterproductive for this pop-
ulation. Because Audents have
short attention spans or diffi-

, culties conceptualizing or poor
note taking skills, this approach
to learning is ineffeqive.

k4
Potential dropouts need much per-
sonal kttention and individual
instriction. All respondentsstress
repeatedly that dropout-prone
students require inordinate
amounts of personal attention in
the classroom to, achieve learning.
Many say that currently teachers
do not individualize instruction
enouyh out of ignorance, in-t
abillty due to class size, or low
expectations of their students.

Loutianumenesulaktf.timpga
to deal with administrators, how
to be a goot, parent and spouse

. 2. Build into curriculum such ccr,-
cepts as: future orientation,
postponement of gratificationv
study skills, logical thinking.'

1. Shovvresults.of academic success
in terms of real people (show
their homes, hm they spend
leisure time, income levels, con-
ditions at work.)

24_Introduce personal values clari-
fiaation in eaay grade:.

3. Introduce career education in
every course. Show the value of
call kinds,of work, not just
professional. See many suggest-
-ons in selected quotations on
Educating for the World of Work.

' C

solutionslUIREPELALUELLItYlda

1.1/ary instructional techniques
and learning activities during
a single class period.

Instructional techniques,and
materials must ba carefully
geared' to the student's skill
level to insure success.

2. Each student should be able to
advance at his/her own pace, so
that failure isavoided.

3. Increase use of learning pack-
ages which can be taught in
six week cycles and that contain
sequential skill programs.

6 9



Problem Area Cited by'Staff Members:
Instruction

leachers lack skill, time, or inclina-
tion to diagnose each student's
strengths and weaknesses.

Teachers criticize too much, too
openly. Students with a history
of failure hypersensitive to
criticism. Many teachers are
not aware of, or insensitive to this
characteristic. Teachers often are
sarcastic when they give criticism,
or they ridicule or berate students
for failing.

Success not built into eadh task.
Not only do dropouts shrink from_
criticism they require continual
encouragement,support, and praise
for every achievement. Thts is
not provided in the typical
ulassroom.

SolutiorgiANEINALMAILItmbers

1. Provie,e training, time, and in
struments to enable teachers ito,
assess individual failure proi
blems.

1. Tratn teachers to give criti-
cisms in ways that do not /
undermine the student's sOlf-
confiderrc. Use faculty tPn-
ferences, rJle playing, tilms%

1. Increase opportunities for pro-
viding feedback to student
about classwork.

2. Increase teacher's awareness,
through training, that rein-
forcement for smallisucCesses
supportttlearbing.

3...Consider the positi4e marking
system that offers/partial
credit for small accomplishments.



Direct gee/notions from Interviews with Staff Members:

The AcaJemic Problems dfllexy_BOALUteltea Out
"

"They do not have; grade level reading and math because from first grade kids do
not get remediation. Therefore, frustration--and it only gets wdrse each
year. The parents do not make kids do homework, or do not know how to be
of assistance themselves as parents: Therdo not instill a cemmitment to
education." .

"They do not learn in the lower schools. kids coming in with 5th grade skills. .

Bright kids are often practically illiterate. Schools are not held account-
able. They keep passing them along, and diagnose some others as having
reading disabilities."

"Many kids who drop out have a pattern of failurethey almostexpect to fail--
and this becomes a self-fulfilling prophesy, because after awhile they do
not prepare. Here we.make curriculum so the students have success, ond
that.leads to remarkable.changes."

"Too much watching TV. Poor foundation in elementary school. Not Inough
testing by Board of Education to isolate learning disabilities problems,
other than special ed. Do not detett eye and ear problems so some forms of
cognitive and hand and motor skill problems. Lack of trained personnel in
area of reading. Supposedly, every English teacher is a specialist in
reading, but this is not so,..."

"Short attention span...Poor self image which leads to terrific difficulties
in self-discipline. In being able to go over their own work, they can see
mistakes and correct. But they lac* ego strength for this. They lack a
great deal of general info about the world we all live in. So even if. they
can read, they do not relate to the material."

"Many Hispanic rtudents only speak Spanish at home and have difficulty with
thw English language. They do not receive reinforcement of reading skills
learned in school. Many Hispanic students have been placed ih ESL programs
(bilingual) in elementary school and kept in these programs throughout their
entire Oucational career. The ESL program WS designed as an interim
program and these students should have been mainstreamed within two years."
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Direct_gaRtations from Interviews with Staff Members:

Techniqyes and Curricula that Are Effective with Potential Dropouts
,

"For dropout-prone students, you need: small group instruction; individual
assignments and goals,materialt,,, sequential learning; great deal of praise,
positive encouragement; short units of instruction; instant rewards; hands-on
experiences, kids taking shop; an informal envircAent. The English teacher
here does .not teach a class, but has individual programs for each. Tailor
their teaching methods. Be prepared for a tremendous amount of work."

"The curriculum devised by the system does not often meet the needs of this
student. Ninth grade science is very abstract and they are not asked to
apply it to the students: Here, biology students learn about cells from
their own mouth. They see them in a microscope. But, the students get no
counseling regarding what careers could involve looking thorugh a micro-
scope. No career counseling is asseciated with these things that are
taught. I think this.should be mandated."

"Concentrate on the amount of improvement and not the actual level of perfor-
mance in the student. Accept the kids. Get to know them as individuals,
outside class. Enjoy the kids. They can be fun and funny."

"We led more relevant school programs in terms of economic skills. Automo-
tive education is in'demand. Greater emphasis and imaginative planning for
skills courses for lower level students; for example, apprenticeship programs
for students uninterested and unable to complete a comprehensive high school
program. Apprenticeships in the building, automotiv't trade, health field, etc."

"I recall a student who told me that he "needed to know when he was Ajoing some-
thing wrong." ,He felt we gave him too much responsiblity without training
him how to take on responsibility. He was not ready to take on the freedoms
or resporsibilities that we gave, We should train and help students take on
and understand what the responsiblities entail, how to deal with them, etc.
Schools should help students see the very real consequences of some life
experiences, roles, etc. We teach a lot of academics, but not enough about
life choices, consequences, roles, and their real demands."

"What our schaol stresses is often irrelevant to students' lives--the content
of education. We need more vocational, more realistic orientation to the
outside world. Our students do not know how to travel across this city,
never mind explorihg other countries in books. It is the way it is taught,
really. There has to be more variety of teaching. There is too much
reliance on textbook learning, not enough on experience. Take trips. Do not
teach about the stock market; take them there. Nobody here does this any-
more, though they used to., Do not teach them about law. Take theM to court
and law officesWhere they can see it in practice. Then, they can read about
it. We need small classes for that. The school system ls set up for masses.

'Look into any classroom at any time. You will see each teacher doing the
same thing--talking. We need video tape recorders, TV and movies. It is
expensive. alit; equipment breaks. It is hard to work with. So what? Use
it. I gave my students tape recorders to record an oral history project."

MIL1.krMa



Direct uotacions from Interviews with Staff Members:

Educatin for the World of Work

"Provide apprenticeships in trades, actual work experience. In our school
they were making alterations. Students wilo were watching a workman said in
disbelief and shock, "lou work this hard every day?" They must learn about
work. We could let our students cope with their own physical situation in .

a school; build bookshelves,, plaster, paint, or make repairs. If,they learn
skills this way, they get a sense of achievement. Take an unpleasant situation
and change it for the better. This way they will learn skills and experience
how it can affect their own life space and fix up a building, all at the same
time."

"There has to be a development of specific skills; e.g., on-the-job training
in a company business is advantageous. Provide "career education." I do
not mean vocational training. I mean a process which helps people see where
they are before they decide where they want to go. It means exploring your,
self, knowing yourself, before goals can he set. The next step :In the proces
is learning how to make steps toward these goals. "Reality testing".means
getting a chance to see how your own values and.these goals fit into the
real world of work. For example, you can say "money is ftportant," but in,
reality you may discover that there are some things you won't do for money.
The "readiness factor" has to be considered in job trdining. It goes back
to the idea of picking them up when they re ready.. Teachers have to have
an active part in designing a program, or else it is somebody else's program.
They have to feel they have put together something that will work for the
population they have.

"Schools could negotiate with the labor union to set up apprenticeships,
programs where a kid has the hope of getting a decent salaried job. Negotiate
with labor unions to set up prog,Ams for tutoring students in the necessary
reading, writing, and math skills for that job."

"This training must have emphasis not only on specific skills, but qn work-
related skills; getting to work on time; how to relate to co-workers, to,
clients, to supervisors or authority. They can not deal with some of these
concepts, what is involvei with getting.and keeping a job, or that a supervisor
supervises and gives orders."

"Provide outside speakers for career awareness. These speakers could come
firvm industry. The students could, get an idea of what will be expected from

. them in the field. They can get a practical idea of what will'be expected
of them."

"Fuse all subjects with a "world of work" curriculum. Make the cUrriculum seem
to have more relevance to students' lives. Fuse each lesson with information .

regarding work; e.g., in a court case, who was involved, lawyers, court clerks.
.This should apply to all subjects. We must learn how to implement career
education in. class. There is a great need for role'models. Business people
and workers.should be broug:ic into class. High schooi kids should be taken
on field trips. In some families no one works regularly, so they need role
models in school. "
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"Create 15 clusters: health, education, etc. Each kid should work in'
industry for one term. The kid is trained in an actual job or general
"family" of jobs, or "cluster." Kid would learn human relations, basic
skills, what it takes to succeed, how to follow instructions, and atten-
dance. Every kid should have it, but early. Kids tend to drop out early--
freshman or sophomore years. In the Junior year everyone should work for
credit. The job site would be compatible with a kid's interest. Need
eployer's approval. In the sophomore year, give preparation for work
experience. .Students would interview workers and employers. Go on field
trips. Jobs and educatiop can be intertwined. This would make kids more
marketable; i.e., six months of work."

"Eeend school day to use shop areas without interferAng with regular day
school. Hire people from industry to train;.i.e., retired aircraft personnel
or union people. Hands-on experience. Internship program. Use people in
courts and at banks.' Use local gas stations for kid who, wants to be a

'mechanic. He may find out he does not want it after all. Get cooperation
from community agencies. Kid should still get credit. Call it "life experi-
ence " Pay students. It should be like they would be doing it at work.
Train for entire world of work, not just job; i.e., salary, benefits, job
responsibility, arriving on time, calling late, etc. If that is never
learned in school, then where?"

"Have pre-employment classes--electricity, building maintenance, home health
a10. Have classes for people who are out of school, non-employed or under.
employed. Have short-term programs to qualify them for Work. They should
get a certificate in some cases, or som6 qualification for a job level.
Need to teach English Ls a second language with these job skills. They
have calls from machine shops, electrical shops, and not enough kids to
fill theml not true in plumbing or housing fields, but this indUstry involve-
mént is possible and it works; i.e., former students recommend the school;
good relationship between kids and the industries; so, this can be expanded
to meet the needs of dropouts."

"Do not give them money to go to school. Vocational testing is most important.
Also, interest inventories. ASVAB--Armed Services Vocational Aptitude Battery;
this is free, Find aptitudes and strengthen. Also test for job preference
and aptitude. Newsletters to help find jobs and tell what is happening in
the world. Let them pursue it as well as with counselors. Give the kids
the information and let them pursue it, as well as give alternatives for
aftv leaving school. Also, have a strong business department, secretaries,
SIS--Shared Instruction Services. HANe half at this school, half at other
schools with some specialities. Th.s is now available to all high schools,
but not now used. After school occupational skills' program. For the kid who
goes regular day and wants some professional training or career training,
provide school training in specific career and guidance."



CHAPTER VI

DISCIPLINE

Discipline problems most frequently mentioned by staff members

include lack of self-control, dislike for authority, and a lack of

understanding of many school rules. Interestingly, what emerged from

the data is a conviction on the part of many, staff members that the

discipline difficulties of students in the mainstream are as much a

unction of the school setting as of the students.

Two issues seem to be involved here. First, some of the alterna-

tive settings have fewer and different regulations, thus offering

students less opportunity for breaking rules. Secondly, most of the

staff members of these settings have a radically different orientation

to discipline and employ different techniques for settling conflicts.

The result seems to be that students whose behaviors were unacceptable

in the high schools are functioning in alternative type settings. In

Pne alternative program a respondent said of his(students, "Almost every

kid has beaten up somebody in a school; some have been in jail." He

went on to say that.dealing with antisocial behavior is very time con-

suming and eats into teaching tint but concludes that it is as much a

priority as classroom teaching.

According to respondents, students with disciplineiproblems tend

,to have troubledealing with all forms of authority; they experience

most,restrictions on their behavior as intolerable demands; their acting-

'put is mostly in response to

vocation or personal attack.

0

something they perceived as extreme pro-

The respondents diltinguished, though,

between students who require a great deal of structure (e.g., not much

free.time in class or during school day, tight ,supervision) and those

.who do not; t'llose who eed some traditional
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approaches to learnihg (e.g., memorizing, drills) and those who do not;

and those who benefit most by strong disciplining from those whc fare

best when discipline demands are kept to a minimum. All respondents

prefaced their remarks about discipline with the advice that one must

know each student well so as to suit the demands and penalties to the

developmental stage and temperament of the student; i.e., threatening

a student with lower grades dtily if he/she cares about grades; or

knowing when to "stroke" and when to be tough.

Problem Area Cited by Staff Members:
Discipline

Rules are often unnecessary, applied 1.

without concern for individual needs,
oe do not make sense to kids. This
statement is not made in the absolute
sense, but rather in relation these
students for whom rules in general are 2.

a problem. Respondents say that this
group has a very low tolerance for de-
mands from others and, in particular, 3.

find it difficult to take seriously
rules which "don't make any sense" to
them or which they do not value.

Solutions Suggpstpilay_SijaiLliriera

Keep rules to a minimum. Have
only those whi.ch are absolutely

necessary to the school's
operations.

Have a clear statement of rules,
and penalties.

Be flexible. Most respondents
mean make the fewest possible
demands on entering students
and.progressively increase them
as their ability to deal with
them-grags. Pt also may mean
giving students another chance,
two, three or even more times,
depending on the needs of that
particular student.

Be consistent in applying rules,
which respondents say does not
conflict with being flexible
because you call a student on
every infraction, although you
may then negotiate.

S. Have a "bottom line" for unaccept-
able behavior.

76
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Problem Cited by Staff Members:

Discilline

§alutiorestgclb Staff Members

6. Reward for observing rules.
These students require rein-
forcement from adults. Some

rIspondents actually feel that a
-eward system influences student
lihavior more effectively than
aay system of penalties.

7. Discuss with students the need for
particular rules eliciting from
them agreement that these rules are
necessary. Explain clearly the
long range consequences of mis-
behaviors.

Teachers and administrators are too
authoritarian. Some respondents claim
that school personnel are insensitive to
students, that they attack verbally and
humiliate needlessly, that they "over-
react" and exacerbate situations into
confrontations, that they lack skills in
defusing tensions. Some are described
as having "unresolved ego needs," who
like "power tripping."

Direct

8. jnvolve ituderits in rulemaking
sand enforcement. Rely on peer
pressure to ,maintain discipline.

1. Avoid authoritarian behavior. Do

not give peremptory orders; do not
, attack, embarrass, belittle, ov,

berate a student particularly in
front of others. Respondents con-
sistently make distinction be-
tween criticizing the behavior,
not attacking the person. The
message must be, "I reject your
behavior/perflrmance, not you."

uotations from Intervie 3 with Staff Members:

PjEjallathil22antialoropouts

"In the relationship of staff to.students, do not overreact. Have the
training to deal with so-called "deviant behavior." Psychological training.
Learn crisis intervention if there is a fight. Learn to defuse ptentially
violent activity, not aggravate it. You must be able to distinguish between
real discipline problems and what I call normal acting out. To one person,
if e student calls out in class instead,of raising his hand, it is a dis-
cipline problem. To me, that is not a discipline problem. There are
different methods and techniques to be employed for specific situations.
The knowledge is out there, it exists. It is not being provided, pre- or in-
service, for teachers."
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"One method is to challenge every antisocial activity in class., Itcuts
down on teaching time, but to lose that behavior,aspect is our biggest
problem. Spell out all rules. Be consistent. You apply rules and then,
have sanctions, points off, etc. Atl should be done politely. You must
set up a system of successes, small attainable goals. Danot ask for
too much. Fractionaliie sucdess. These 'kids need A great deal of contvol,,
but in a positive war. Begin low, work up. This needs enormous amount of
time apd effort. .Minimal civil standards must be maintained. Nobody,
teacher 'or sildent,eis pemitted to yell,, scream, abuse,'or hit anybody.,
nobody must do that. Set minimal demands, but those must be defended.
You must deal with behavior jecause just skill teaching will not help a
person keep a job."

C5

"Tell rules and stick to them. Guarantee a swift response, just as stated.
Be consistent ahd fair. Keep good records, follow up. Cominunicate with
the home. .Daily attendance slip for cutters or truants, card signed by
each teachee and parent. Why dues this work?. Because a student knows
these people are going to do what they.say. They are going to do it, and
he knows, "I will not be able to get lost in the shuffle..

"You have to show them a redson for the rule. You cannotever back them
into a corner. Try to find a middle round, a give and take, conciliatory
position. in some cases, I have made emtracts with kids. Then he sees
his part, his right to make up his rules. Then the responsibility stays
with him, too. I am always joking with the kids. Stay relaxed. Avoid
the harsh tone and,etitude. Kids will more than likely react to you in ,

the way you_come on witn them. "

"Do not come on as the authority figure. Human-to-human basis approach.
"I am here to help and not punish" helps insure suctess. Use the "guidance
approach" in discipline. Look at your record. Review kid's records.
Confront him with "Where do you want to go from here?" "How can we help?"
Do not say, "We are going to suspend you, give you a hard time." This
does not work. Constructive joining with the kid on a one-to-one 'basis to
help arrive at solutions. Do it in private. Do not challenge kid in
public with his peers around. Call him over privately." .

"Yoe cannot go behind kid's back and call parents. You must convince kid
that calling is important, and then call the kid's parents with the kid
sitting there or on the phone, a three way conversation. This way you
can represent the kid's position. So, the kid should know and be there
when you call. Help the kid see that the parent is nothis enemy, or
ht.lp the kid negotiate with the parent."
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"Educational contracting. The student is called before the student
committee. The case is brought up to that committee. The studento
is confrcnted with the unacceptable behavior, then'a contract is
negotiated. The behavior that the committee wants the student to
change is identified. Consequences are then presented to the student
if changes do not occur."

"Pointing out the alternutives. If you do not make it here, let us
see.where you will be in one year, two years, or five years. Then
the positive approach--let us go to the counselor to see what :kks
there are. What job can you get? Do you want to do this for tho re$#t
of your life? Give them alternatives."

"Peer pressure works for discipline, and if school means enough to them,
they behave out of fear of the consequences. They very much want kit to
go back to their old schools. This is their last chance."

Malk. Depersonalize the problem. We have several rules here: (1) no
physical or verbal attackim; no hurting self, others, or,.property;
(2) no sabotage of the learning experience for others. ,'Scr, when there
is a problem in one of these, you confront it in terms of these rules.
The "talk" comes from what needs the student has and how they can be -

met more approprtately. We have no deans. We have a counseling *roach.
The talking system works here although often it is a pain. . . We do
not ever verbally attack them. You must play by the same rules with
everybody; be consistent and fair. Black, white, and Spanish kids know
when you are 'fair. They notice. You must be fair and consistent if you
want credibility. Do not treat one race or group differently."



CHAPTER VII

THE SYSTEM'S PREVENTION PRO'GRAMS

Apparently., for dropout prevention programs, small is beautiful

Staff members claimed that these programs',success rates are directly

related to the extent to which they can provide students with personal

attention and suoport, allow for friendly, warm, informal relationships

between staff.members and students, and tediv4d4alize the task of'learn-

ing. Clearly these factors depend, in'large part, on_a high staff to

student ratio, good support services, and ample resources.

Respondents were asked, "What accounts for the failure of dropout,'

prevention programs?" Most replies point to the fact that, for different

reasonsl'the programs are unable to do the kinds of things just described.

One reason mentioned is budget cuts which make it impossiblesfor programs

to serve their.students effectively. Another reason is that whin the

programs are replicated the size of the student population often increases

dramatically, or the staff to student ratio is reduced. However, it-

appears that programs do succeed in some high schools in spite of budget

cuts. Indeed, one principal, describing a new 260 student school.with-

in-the-school fcir ninth'graders with records of failure.said "It costs

'nothing above what those 200 students would cost in ainstream classes.

They now have a coordinator and the same guidance

of teachers offering a career-oriented cluster,of

The interview material reve'als that in some hi

,

antagonism between the mainstream staff members and people working in the

c nselor and a team .

courses."

gh schools there is

prevention program. These feelings of antagonism were not fully explored

in this study, but some explanations appear in the data. Onp is that

68

some high schOol principals are 'riot ideologically committed to these programs,

or for other reasons (e.g.4'budget) do not want them to survive.

80
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Another explanation is.that there is an attitude of "them" and "us" between'

staff members Who work only with students in rirevention-type settings (in

alternative schools, in particule) and staff members who relate to the vest of

t

the mainstream student populatIlion. Tentative evidence for this rift is sUggested

,by comments from alternative school members who sUspect that the mainstream feels

that alternative schools are "taking their students." Additional evidence is

the finding that there are same strong differences of opinion between the two

groups of staff members. For one thing, they differ in their views of .how

seriously the,system is dealing with.the droptiut problem. When asked, "What is

° your impres!Jon? Are schools throughout the system making a good.effnrt to help

.kids remain in school?", 39% of the mainstream staff members responded that the

school 'syttem is making a good effort as compared to 13% of the alternative staff.

'The interview data also reveal that mainstream and alternative staff differ

in their,degree of pessimism about the dropout problem. All staff members were

asked, l'.What percentage of dropou"ts do you tWo: Auld return to school if

encouraged by family, teacherf:, or otio;.....b?", and "If all'the schools An the system

were making a maximum effort to help kids remain in school, what percentage of

the kids who have'diopped out would have remained?". Approximately 66% of staff,

interviewed in the mAinstream high schools felt that less than 50% of dropouts

wou'ld return to school if given encouragement by the school qstem or by tawilies

or friends In contrast, only 22% othose interviewed in alternative schools

felt that less than 50% would return.

A third explanation for antagonism between mainstream and alternative

staff members,is that some mai4tream staff prefer alternate schools which are.

remand schools for discipline problems, not special schools for the often.

quiet dropout. Whatever the explanation fte the antagonism between two camps,

the fact is that competition, ideological differences, and interpersonal tenlions
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exist. Whether or not the competition is unhealthy, or the ideologies

incompatible, or the tensions irreconcilable remain tc be determined.

The interview data revealed that adMinistrators, teachers and cpunse-
0

lprs staffing the existii dropout prevention programs are in need of

more information and training that will enable them to increase their

successes With students. This conclusion stems from an analysis of

respondents' answers to the question "Moit people we've interviewed sepm

to know very little about how schools in other big cities are'dl'aling

with the dropout problem. Mow,useful would this information be?"

Seventy-eight percent of the staff members felt it would be useful to

have information about programs dealing with dropouts. Several'inter-

viewees qualified their remarks by saying'that only'informatton from pro-
,

grams that have been proven Successful would be useful. Interestingly,:

only 4% of the respondents said that New 'York has been a leader in the,

area of dropout prevention and 6at looking at other programs would be

"re-inventing the wheel."

)/-

Probleft Area Cited by Staff Members:
Currently.keratintiProram_ss

Lack of support by mainstream adminis-
trators. A fair number of respondents
claim, that pervention programs are
treated as "stepchildren. By this
they mean that the home schbol adminis-
tration does not give them the support
they need; i.e., they Are not philo- ,

sophically committed to the program;
they do not "put themselyes out" when
the program requests somdthing,of them.

Solutions Suggested

121.1=1±4.19rs

I. IncreaSe visits by
principals to mainstream
MO schools whose*mini-
rograms are successful

and to alternative Schools
with a high student,morale
.ond Success with.graduates.

Increase mutual respect
by sharing Problems and
successes at Superintendent
monthly meetings.
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Problem Area Cited by Staff Members: Solutton Suggested

garaWYJR912Singltautalmattn

Success kills them; i.e., programs that
work for a small population of students
are then expanded to population size
that, in effect, destroys the heart of
these programs which is their emphasis
4pri personal contact, individualized

-

instruction.

Programs designed to return students to
the mainstream seem to have less success
at reducing the dropout population than
those that allow students to remain
in the ,setting. As one staff member,
put it, "I-can'tell the students who
won't make it when they return to the
high khool, but we send them anyway
because they can only .stay in the
program for a year at most."

A

The programs wind-up as "dumping grounds"
fer any students with Whom the mainstream
'will not or can ndt deal. Many respendents
claim that their prvo.ams sometimes take .

in stddents who.den't belong in them.
In effect, they violate theWown ad-
mistioncriteria. Since they are phi-

'.1osophiCally committed to providing an
alternative for students, theykfeel com-
pelled to take tome students for which
the prOram has not been designed (e.g.,
very 10 readers). ."There is no place
else.to'Send them,"-Aiepondents say.

Thit dilemma often results in putting An
:inordinate burden on the program's staff
members!and resources.' It also tends to
'increaWthe mainttieam's impreision that

programs.are.I'dumping grounds:'

s

1. Set up more of thes mains
without enlarging a.. Apia-
lation. There is never a time
when some set of students does
not need another school-withinr
the-school model,.

1. Allow alternative progra4
to graduate their own students,
unless the student wants to
return to the maintteam to
graduate from it.

1.

Provide More in-school programs
that can meet different needs
of potential dropouts.

. Supply alternative schools
with staff 1.4 resources to
teach students with very low
reading levels;
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Problem Area Cited by Staff Members:
Cur.......2mtly. 0 er..,est rdreventi on prcatam,

Programs are replicated without first
being adequately evaluated. Some res-
pondents blame the failure of particular
prevention programs on the fact that they
were not evaluated before they were re-
plicated in other schools. These res-
pondents claim that a program's success
is often related to variables which are
not taken into account whel another schoO
tries to implement them; i.e., socioeconomic
characteristics of the student population,
strong staff agreement about program goals
and ideology, high expectations of staff
members.

Programs lack sufficient money, adequate
teaching materials, and support services.
Many respondents complain that budget
cutbacks in recent years have all but
eliminated the possibility for success.
The reduction of staff, and in particular
the loss of para professional staff members,
severely reduced the ability of these pro-
grams to "reach the individual student."
That qualified staff is the key to program
success is qaptured by one respondent's

'

remark that; "A program tildes qr falls
on the quality of staff. That's where
the war is Won or lost." Respondents
also comment that the programs' successes
are related often to innovative teaching
and counseling approaches, and the lack
of money for new kinds of curriculum
materials and special training for staff
members makes innovation difficult if
not impossible.

Solutions Suggested

1. DevelOp evaluation
to identify

the e fectIve refeatus
of pa ticular programs;
then ihare these models
with field staff doing
progtim 'development.

The school system must
make a financial commitment
to alternative programs for
potential and actual dropouts,
both in-school and independent
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RiostAmAations from Interviews with Staff Members:

21Adialut5shool.prognms f9r Potential. and ActudjImmAA

"Programs are instituted with limited funds for,only one year. It
takes one-half year to get it going and then ity's. cut, regardless of
its effectiveness."

"There is a tendency to have pilot programs with high quality person-
nel. Then it works and is expanded, but with lower quality personnel.
With smaller numbers there is better feeling and atmosphere. So, if
successful, it expands and is less successful. Also, usually they
don't have tioe same initial focus. With 80 students there.is intimacy
and all stay; with 200 students there is less intimacy and more ab-

, sence; with 500 students, 50% drop out so the programs are fundamen-
tally different from the ones that worked."

"The program was doomed to failure. It had personnel taken away
because of budgeting, even though it worked well. The correlated
curriculum was good. Everyone knew all the teachers and students,
and everyone else in the program. There was positive peer pressure
on kids to ome in because kids ask each other where to go. This
program didn't fail for lack of support and participation by students
or staff, but because dropouts are 'just not a priority. They are
first to be cut. Many programs are cut out even though they are not
failures."

"Information would be helpful. We get a sense of being alone, con-
fronting huge obstacles. It would be helpful to know that others are
sharing the same difficulties. We feel we are Cinderella. We have
no facilities. Two rest rooms for 700 people. No gym, library, etc.
So, if you have a sense of support from others, it is helpful. Este-
blis'*i a support system for people in these programs."

"You should have teachers who Want to teach here, who care, who want
to see progress. You really can't assigr to proyrams like this. But
we've had teachers come to us, assigned, .I'rom the oin building and
they survive. They become changed human beings. There they were
dying, and here they are very happy. So, after a few years, these
people were yanked out and pushed back into the regular system, a hell-
hole."

"When students leave our program, they dqn't do well back in the main-
stream because here they get a lot of attention. They get a chance
to relate to the teacher as a human being. If a teacher has 20 or 40
kids in class, toe one or two who don't perform won't be getting the
teacher's attention. We can go around the room and.talk to each stu-
dent. "Why are you tired, sleepy?" "Why were you out?" In a big
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school they get lost in the shuffle. They are good at it. They Are
not aggressive. Their way of deang is to walk away. 'These are not
your discipline problems. We are not talking of disruptive kids.
They are quiet and passive."

4

6



CHAPTER VIII

RETURNING THE DROPOUT TO SCHOOL

Staff members agreed that the school system has'the responsibil-

ity of providing opportunities for people to complete their high

school education until the age of 21. Many even said that the opportu-

nity should be lifelong.

Everyone agreed that every effort should he made to return young

students (under 17) to school to complete their high school education

(though not necessarily to the school from' which they dropped out).

Programs designed for returning dropouts, respondents say, need to be

conveniently located, inviting ("welcome them with open arms"), and

accessible (i.e., simple procedures, non-threatening staff members).

One major difference of opinion among respondents, however, was'

how aggressive the school system should be about retrieving over 17

year olds. The rationale given for not actively recruiting dropouts

over 17 years.old back into school is that some youngsters need person-

ally maturing experiences before they can thuster the self-discipline

. and sense of responsibility that :chools require of them. These

respondents,argue that ihe harsh experience of the real world proves

the importance of a school diploma more than exhortation by schopl

authorities..

The opinion of others, hpwever, was that youngsters should be in

school; that the real world quickly brutalizes a young person, and

that th4s kind of experience is)inecessary. Many of these respondents
c

claimed most dropouts, therefore, would return to school and succeed

if given,the encouragement and opportunity. Respondents touting the

benefitA of being out in the world, on the other hand, say that even

if dropouts were returned to school, most probably wouldn't have the

drive to follow through on what was requied of them.



Problem Area Cited by
Staff Members: Rezantot

The system has abandohed'or does
not care about dropouts. A large
proportion of respondents think that
the schools, by andlarge, are
relieved when"kids drop out; and
are therefore highly unlikely to
either prevent dropping out or
atively solicit the return of
students. May point out that
often students are "pushouts"
rather than dropouts.

Most dropouts do not want to return
to their home high school. Dropouts
may be motivated "to go back to get
my diploma" somehow, but very rarely
wish to go back to their old high school
to do so. They associate negative
experiences, with itt think "people
there hate me," expect rejection or
4hassles" and usually know no one
there to tall,k to.

Re7entry process is too complicated
and difficult. Those students who
would return to their home schools
find pr:!cedures complex, too
bureaucratic, unpleasant. Usually
they have to deal with the same

, school officials with whom they have
haa trouble before.

Solutions Suggested
by..Staff Members

1. Take steps to change the perception,
that the school system has abandoned
the dropout. Suggestions include:
(a)make strong financial commitment
to address needs of students in risk
of dropping out and dropouts, (b)
support field staff committed to
sAving these students by provIding
leadership and information about
effective programs and practices,
(c) insure input from knowledgeable
staff in program development. (A

few respondents remark that "this
study" was a positive indication

. of the system's interest.)

I. No clear cut solution to this problem
emerged from the interviews. Some
respondents feel' that rigid zoning .

enforcement.has a lower priority than
getting a student to complete his/her
high school education and should.,
therefore, be ignored in most cases.
Others feel that to permit "problem"
kids to tramfer to a school of their
choice is a case of "rewarding the
troublemakers."

1. Reduce the coMplexity of procedures
far returning t!_ high school. Make
0e4re-entry process reasonably
Oleasant so as not to alitnate the
student all over again.

2. Re-entry process should not lend
itself to re-opening old antagonisms'
between the student and the school
administration; so, dropout students
seeking re-adirlion 0.02ld be inter-
viewed by a whc :i:)s nu

administratl,po sA the school
to lessen tilte cheuces tmat,thestodent
will have to dei.1 5omeone with
whom there is a hory uf conflict.



Problem Area Cited by

akfiliSL--nberai-132.7211.12

Dropouts do not get information
about other educational options.
Dropouts usually do not know,
and are usually not informed by

' their schools about where and_

how else they can complete
their high school education.
Studeots unable to seek ouu this
information, who do not know
whom'to ask for help, or who
are embarrassed, afraid of
being ridiculed, or considered
stupid, do*not find out what
is available.

Students may have the same or more
personal problems as they had when
they dropped out.

I)

to
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Solutions Suggested
by Staff Members

1. Counselors,, administratorssattendance
officers, or any other staff members
in contact with avstudent on the verge
of dropping out should offer him/hef
information on all available educatfonal
options open to him/her, such as night
high school, G.E.D. programs, indepeo-
dent citywide schools, or any other
alternatives.

2. Mount a vigorous advertiging

campaign to encourage dropouts to
return and provi0 information about
what programs are available to them.
These advertisements should be aired
on disco or pop radio stations,
appear on public transportation
poster ads, and in community newspapers.

3. Publicize statistics about dropouts
on welfare rolls, in prison, on dope,
etc.

1. Provide students eitensive support
services in the form of counseling,,
job placement, filancial support,
or special instructional programs
in order to finish school.
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Direct guotations from Interviews with Staff Members:

iWlualjallcaeaatilLSOool

"The kay ls a sympathetic, undeestanding person to relate to kids, one who
nas the skills to show the kid the benel t of a high.school education. The
faculty and school have to accept that eilis is the role of the school and'
welcome back these kids despite their past record; to be supportive, not
antagonistic."

"Allow them to come back. Open the doors to them. Nowq they are met with
, open arms. There should be outreach. They must hear abovt what is avellable.
Many have left because of hostility, so to bring them back into the same
'comditions that drove them out is a problem. There must be a bridge of under-
standing. You can create the right environment, but also, the student must
want to learn."

"Offer some incentive, some immediate goal. If out of school for more than
6 months, they won't come back for a year or more. The longer they're out,
the harder it Is to get them back. They are reluctant to give up jobs. They
should be Ole to get the same first class diploma at night. :t should not
say evening school on the diploma. There is a big psychological difference
between the two diplomas. State aid for night school, but make it quality
with no stigma on diploma."'

"We should have school-based, citywide programs. One program doesn't solve
this problem; one or two prevention programs per school would handle it.
We should encourage-these youngsteee to participate in other programs outside
regular schools. Kids would rather drop out than travel some place, even
if it is in their own best interest. Continued education progrem of support
services should be as good as those in high schools. Parents should be
encouraged, made aware of programs and philosophies. Neighborhood street
workers and outreach to pick up kids and set up sessions to bring them back
in. Kids often want a second and third chance. The school doesn't always
take them senously."

"Know who you aro dealing with. Students drop out for different reasons.
They have some sort of emotional problem; they are not the regular students
because they could not make it in a regOar school. Considerations should
be: (1) better counseling, (2) more information for the student concerning
the alternati7q programs, and (3) visit all the high schools meeting with
the studente, informing the students of the special programs and alternatives
avalleble to them."

"With enrollment dropping and extra teacheies being laid off, the idea of dealing
with people over 17 would bea boost in employment of teachers and use of
schools to work with adults1edropouts,.and returnees. Schools are equipped °

to wqrk with this population, but there's conflict between labor and education.
Whothould train the unused resources? Perhap the school.' Maybe even side
by side with regulae classes or at night."

IM...9111MAJAArnlaa.1.....-.rnal/l .1ialA/,...JAA./....a.,11aAlLaa.......:ga..., laa L./A.A.L La. A./a. .....aa
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Elmatof this Discussion

To prepare for the task of recommending htgh school programs to deal

with the dropout problem, we examined closely a sample of the programs (22)

offered by the 46 mainstream high schools in which we interviewed staff and ,

,students. The programs we analyzed share two characteristics: (1) they all

have some kind of admisiions criteria, and (2) they all offer an instructional

program Oiarying from the mainstream) that leads to 'a regular high school or

G.E.D. diploma (granted either by the program or the mainstream).

For the purpose of the following discussion, these two .characteristics

will define "program." The discussion, then, does not refer to support

services offered to the dropout-prone student by many high schools (e.g.,

attendance awards, t4toring, peer counseling, work opportunities, remediation

clinics, etc.). It pertains only to mainstream high school prevention

efforts defined by the above mentioned characteristics.

Data Collection

The datalor this discussion were collected, mainly, 5y surveying the

high schools foc programs specffically designed to deal with the problem of

students dropning out. These steps were followed in gathering the information.

1. 'A checklist of approaches typically used in dealing with the .

dropout problem was sent to 110 high schools. (This information appears"

as a directory for the meainstream high (Ichools. See Appendices F & I.)

Eighty-four percent of the schools responded.

2. nequests.fo) more detailed program deilcript4ons werT m*de of.the

. .

46 mainstream high schools in which interviews mtre 'onducted. Twenty-seven
. `.

progrea descriptions were received.

Sele52Ijon of.24Mple and Scheme for inklaLLI

.Five of/the desáriptions which were reeeived did not fit the working
/

deflnitIon/Of "program",utilized in this research. That is, they either.
// /'

lackeu cAtiies of instructi4 and/or did not have criteria for pupil admission.

///
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Specifically, one consisted of attendance awards, two provided drug counseling,

one trained students to be peer counsleors, and one arranged for work experiences.

Twenty-i:w* cr the programsi as described by their own staff members, were

characterized by an instructional program and admissions' criteria. These 22

programs provided the basis for the following analysis. In order to make sure

that the sample was not unrepresentative of the kinds of 1:orevention programs'

operating in the^mainstream'high shcools, follow-up phone'calls were made to

the programs for which we lacked descriptions. Information from these calls

led to the conclusion that these other programs did not differ, in any major

way, fram the sample that was being examined.

The 22 programs are analyzed in terms of the following dimensions:

on-site or off-site, entrance criteria, size of student population program

focus (General Equivalency Diploma, remediation, career orientation),

approach to curriculum and instruction (i.e., tailored to the pace of the

individual, or tailored to the level of the group), relationship with home

school (i.e., preparation for re-entry, or alternative to mainstream), and

approach to discipline (mainstream guidelines, or.program developed guidelines).

Discussion of the'Data

While.it is true that, bY and large, the dropout population uneer

discussion can be characterized,by common school-related,family

and personal problems, it wou d be-inc9rrect to think of all dropouts as
!

closely resembling one another.

7Dropouts come iln a variety of ty6es, each "category" with characteristics

requiring difforen and sometimes mutually exclusive educational/efforts.

To illustratey so e dropouts have grade level, or near grade level skills,

but because of iruancy, for the most part, have accumulated very few high

school credits'. Other dropouts have only 30d or 4th grade eyel reading ,

'skills. 1 vi addftion, in both groups students may or may' t have acute
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home related problemt (suft as, a sick, alcoholic, drug addicted, or abusive

narent, dependent siblings, inadequate housing, inseficient,income), or they
0

may or may not have had dfscipline problem in school.

Another distinguishing characteristic is their age. Contrast the 15
1

year old dropout with the 21 year old. These two m.o. irotips differ in terms

of maturity, motivation, degree of responsibility lorothers,(being a spouse

or parent), and breadth of life experience. Alto, employment possibilities,

ito the extent that fhey exfst atiall, are more accessible to the older dropout.

Dropouts again differ in that some "are native td.English, while ofilers,

are non-English Taking, which creates an .additIon41 source of probleMS:

The reason for drawing attention to this variety of characteristics--age,

scnool performance, language--it because the data suggest that dmpout

171

prevention program development within the New York dity public shcbols hit

not been designed with die variety of types of students in mihd. :While their /

, programs show an impressive viriety in terms of admis,sion'triteria, objectives,

and curriculum foci, he variety.seems to reflect the lack of a coordinated,

systematic response to the task of program development. Esisentially, an analysis
,

of 22 preventior programs reveals that the range of these Programs throughout

0

the school system serves'only a few types of dropout-prone students. (See

Appendix H.) It also indicates that many 'schools that have dropout prevention

programs excluleiall but a narroWlytdefined group within the school's etitire
4.

dropout-prone population. The exclusion of students is mainly a result of

age and/or reading level admissions criteria. I.
One group of students excluded from programs are those Who readbelow

6th grade level. Almost all.of'these programs have a read:inn level minimum

as part of their admissions criteria. Miny require at least a 6th grade reading

level, but in some cases, it is higher. Clearly, a hi'gh percentage of 'ciro'pout-

prone students, bilingual and otherwise, can not meet this minimum. They are
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reOing at 2nd, 3rd, and 4th grade levels: Evidence that contributes to this

conclusion comes from our review of individual high school, reading scores and

our interview materials. Although the 16 year olds (or older) whiare reading

airti below the 6th grade level can apply.to Afixiliary Serv1ces1 it is not really

a viable option for'many students in the category because:

1. There is a waiting list of approximately 4,000 applications for

Auxiliary Servic by their own claim).

2. These sites are sparsely located involving longer travel hours and

more expense to students than if they attended their neigborhoad high school.

3. Many of the dropout-prone students are not ":letNer enough" to

secure a school referral to Auxiliary Services. In addition; Auxiliary

Services is not permitted to accept students without referrals Until they are

17 and "official dropouts." 9

Thsprevention programs, on the whole, do not serve high school,students

from 14 to 16 Ars. old. The majority of them, our Analysis reveals, has an

average requirement .af 16 to,17 years old. Considering that the social research

litei-ature OH dropouts'indicatos that most leave school before 6ey reach 16,

one question ''cobe asked ii why thii group of 14 to 16 year olds is not in

prevention programs.

Some of the programs under discussion also require that students spend

at leastoneAla4tf tO a-full year in the ma nstream high school before they

become candidOes.for the prevention proOam. The rationale for this

requirement, conveyed throughinformal conversations with staff members in

aifferent programs, is that incoming students are given an opportunity to

succeed in the maist eam before becoming,eligible for a special program.

Ironically, the requirement increases the risk of stuaents dropping out.

That is, it is a detriment to those students who for a variety of reasons
4 ,
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can not wait out this period before becoming eligible.for the .program. For

example, there are students who have a history of failure and do not want

to repeat the experience in their first year in high school, and those who

are not motivattd to "sweat it out" for the diploma.

.1/

These programs also do NI seem adequatt to meet the needs of students

who are more motivated by the prospect of work 'than the improvement of their

skills. Our survey shows that only 25% of the programs have amork or career

orientation component, and even among these, only half offer real job training

or work experience. This situation is made more,critical by the fact that the

city's vocational schools must reject a considerable number of students who

apply to them.16

And yet another category of students whose need is not adequately addressed

is the student who has a recorcrof behavioral problems (other than the kinds

of serious problems that qualify students for special education for the

emotionally handicapped). Our survey suggests,that programs are not designed

to help this type of student;'.75% of the programs tUrveyed repOrt that they
1

b
follow mainstream guidelines in their approach to discipline.

i An irOny here
--

is that some students with behavior problems, but reasonable skill levels,

are placed in prevention programs designed for slow learners. They 'are put
a

there to get them out of the mainstream, yet they wind up not being(served

by the aOademic component f the program.

Additiortall Observations h Res ect to

Indepensient Cit wide Al e ative Hi h Schools

To compound the problt of approprfate placement for potential dropouts,

the ten indepeadent alternative high schools are limited in the extent to

which they serve this population.

'For one thing, the alternative .schools, like the Atinstrea)ii prevention

programs, do not seem to he.designed to admit cekain types'of potential

e
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dropout students. Td illustrate, a scanning of their eligibility criteria

makes conspicuous by its absence the lack of provision for discipline or

behavior problems.17 Behavior probelms (such as personality conflicts with

teachers, fighting with other students, and being disruptive) arekoften mentioned

by our interviewees (staff and students) as causes for dropping out (or "being .

pushed out"). The Ilbsence of even a 'Mention of behavior problems as a criterion
C.`

for entrance to alternative high schools leads us to suspect that few of the

independent alternative high schools have been designed to attract students

who have had behavior problems. In fact, our interview material suggests that

some of the students characterized as "disruptive" by the mainstream are in an

alternative school through "luck" rather than systematic referral.

There are many more students in need of an alternative to the high school

mainstream than these schools can accomodate.. That is, the total population

of alternative high schools is approximately 11,083.18 This is a fraction of

the students that the school system loses every year--about 35,000 to 40,000.19

Also, these schools frequently can not serve students living in various

sections of the city. For example, there is no alternative high school in

Queens or on Staten Island, and students in these areas can not attend three

of the ten alternative schools because of their residency roquirements.

Finally, five of the schools restrict students on the basis of an age

minimum or academic prerequisites. Our data show that many students can

not meet either the age or academic requirements. Even for potential drcp-

outs who do find themselves eligible for one of these schools, there are

otner obstacles. At least two of the schools have a six month waiting list

(by their own claim), and one requires the attendance of a parent or guardian

at orientation sessions before the student can be admitted,
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Direct uotations from Interviews with Staff Members:

_Proira:2221/21o_z_lentfor Potentidlprosotits

"There should be a dropout prevention program for all who have poor performance
in freshman year. For kids who are getting lost in the shuffle, use a mini-
school. Offer equivalency programs for 18 to 19 year olds who were very far
behind in school. Have something for kids with very poor attendance. We had
one program where an attendance officer met with them in small groups, 9 or
10, and acted as an ombudsman to the school for them, and discussed their
feelings and problems."

"Programs like this can not become a dumping ground for distur4d kids who
can not behdve. Do not dump them into these programs. It i iot worth the
wear and tear on teachers and students. This is a great tendency that kills
these programs. Dropouts should be screened before entering to determine
the type of problem."

"The Board is providing alternative forms of education, and in spite of problems,
it is O.K. There are difficulties, but they are good tries. The entrance
requirements are too hard sometimes. Some kids who need the programs can
not get in because of the requirements."

A

"We have analyzed pastexperience in the program, and we have becomo aware that
we can not be all things to all kids. This helped us adjust to, and concentrate
on what we can do. We have to identify very clearly for our clientele, and
ourselves, what the school is all about. Our program is career education and
our clarity about our program's goals and what it can offer gives us an identity.
It helps students to choose or not to choose our program."

"We need better articulation between high school and feeder junior high school.
Each does not know what the other is doing. There is not enouh contact.
We are now visiting feeder junior high schools to identify problems, potential
dropouts. Give them an introduction. Wean them into full day here Hand
pick teachers. Have summer introduction program in junior high school.
There is a trauma in going to a huge high school. Try to find out which
kids must get personal attention so they will not sink. The good, no trouble,
"Joe middle class" kid gets hardly any attention, and some of our staff resent
that the student who, in their opinion, deserves it least gets all the attention.9'
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pirIcIA29tations from Interviews with Staff Members: .1

The Ideal Dropout Prevention Retrieval Programs

"These programs should be career oriented, have goals,"stress concrete
abilities and competencies, and give intensive instructions. They must
be fairly small, so they can become a very close knit group where kids
can gain a lot of encourageMent. They need a sense that there is a
person you can go to who is in charge, and you can get things done.. .

Small program with a sense of purpose. Caring iS all. If you are
involved and you care, tho it is encouraging to the kid."

"Have a dropout program that is small where the teachers want to be, out
of free choice, and where students have power. They should feel they
have a say in things when they do come back to school. You need to be
sure that the students care and that the staff dees too. Students are
turned off by big buildings, so we need different physical spaces.
You would have to upgrade reading writing labs, not,necessarily remedial

(.

Put emphasis in all content areas.. Provide more access to world of
work and internships for students."

/('

"It does not hold wat3r that kids must have a diploma. We should be able
to make a kid feel satisfied when he is gone as far as he can. Goals
must be realistic. A diploma may be an unrealistic goal for sope kids.
It may take longer than four years. We can provide kids with education
skills and strengthen them so they can market them."

"Actual physical place should be attractive. Setting should be physically
small and limit number of people tnvolved. Teachers must be volunteers.
You can not assign people to do this, autonomy in hiring. Ideally, do not
split teachers' days in two places. You need a 100% commitment to a program

. like this. Bend a lot of the rulra. Give teachers in the program freedom"
of action for adjusting long-term and short.term changes as the need arises.

"It would be housed off-site. Staff should b&made up of volunteers. You

need someone with extra patience and motivation to work with these students.
And you would have to provide remediation. Provide for individualized
instruction to enable students to achieve at their own pace. There should
be on-going admittance into the program throughout the school year. Provide
career, academic, and personal counseling and coordination with the employment
counselor. Make referrals to outside agencies if ndiessary. Prepare for G.E.D."

"Put many demaids on students; e.g., the more difficult the program, the
harder they work. Programs that are very easy do not get students to meet
their potential. Some demands include: dress code, behavior code, "estrict-
ing the use of certain types of languageottendance, and punctuality. The
students are informed about the expectation the field makes; for example,
it is hard work and not very glamorous."
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IntroductioN

Though this is asstudy of the dropout problem in New York City's

high schools4 evidence points.to the conclusion that the process of drop-

ping out begins earlier than .fle secondary school. And thbugh the manl.

date was to generate recommendations' for high school programs that would

reduce the dropout rate, a conclusion is that reform is needed at other

levels. The Ncommendations, then, aqect all levels of the school system,

and do not only address the issue of new programs.

A final comment. These recommendations are prented witk.;the suspi-
,

cion that the problem the New York City school system faces in reducing the

dropout rate is not Tack of information ibout the kindi of programs that

are effective, but that the system does not act on what it knows. Various

reports, someAating as far back as 1959, about the school system's history

with dropout prevention clearly state many of the same recommendations of-

fered here and the,same solutions offered by the interviewees.20

Why the system does not act on whatait knows might be a useful topic

for further study. Partial answers to the question, however, appear in the

interview data. When staff were asked the question, "What's your impres-

sion? Are schools throughout the system making a good effort to help kids

remain in school?", it was discovered that a sizeable number of respondents

think that nothing is happening. Thirty-six percent said, "No, they are

not trying." Another 12% said that they are trying but not achieving any

results. When asked to explain Oeir answers, many respondents claimed

that the dropout problem exists because "the system" intends that it exist.

One respondent pointed out that theo,system calculates the dropout popula-

tion into its proposed budget as a permanent feature, that it in fact counts

on those students not being there because it does not provide for them. As
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one respondent said, "Do you know how many teachers they would have to hire

to teach 30,000 more kids each year?"

When asked, "What steps could central adthinistration take to convince

people in the field that dropout prevention is a high priority?", respon-

dents most commonly mentioned the restoration of some service that was cut

(number'of counselors, Attendance Bureau personnel), or the expansion of

these support services. More bluntly, theji mention.money. These respon-

dents feel that if the system and/or society want to solve the problem,

they know full well what they need to do--attack the problem with sufficient

energy and resources: "If they mean it, they will put their money where

their mouth is." "They cut the heart out of services these kids need most,

and then they want us to beljeve it is a high priority!"

"t. A few respondents suggested that the social system needs a certain

propokion of failures, apparently to provide a cheap reserve labor,force,

and that the school system is merely a refTection of this situatiOn. Other

respondents placed the responsibility for either creating or exacerbating

the dropout rate on principals, teachers, and other school staff. Typical

comments are: "These people do not like these kinds of kids." "The people

who run the schools are 'afraid of them; kids like that make them uncomfor-

table; they want them out." "They do 4ot want these students; they make

them nervous; they get rid of them." Others say that the schools are vic-

tims. The schools mean well, but are totally overwhelmed by the magnitude

of the prOblems with which they are asked to cope, and thus fail the problem-

ridden student.

Recommendations are submitted here with the conviction that thcy could

serve to reduce the dropout rate significantly. However, there is the fear

that they will be, e reference material for personnel of the Board of Ed-

.ation studying the dropout problem four years from now.



.'ectluotatians from Interviews with Staff Members:

HOw theishanlastem Could Prove that It CeesAppoll_thp_gromt Problem

"If the Board wants dropout prevention to be a priority, all it has to do is
mandate it. Give money and flexibility to teachers and scliools. The Board
has to initiate programs and provide supportive personnel at the Board, not
necessarily in the schools. To begin to change its image as a bureaucracy,
it can stop working with paper and start wtth people."

"For starters. revamp the hiring processes, Have more communitY Input, and
do not retain by seniority only. There should be more avenues of communica-
tion between teachers and Board decision makers. Allot necessary money.
Make eyeryone accountable throughout the sistemothe Board and teachers.,
We need accountability, like the contract system with students.",

"Show them the statistics on the increase in crime rate. Show the statis-
tics on truancy rates and crime rates. Convince the administration that
there is a need for more qualified teachers. 'More funding for personnel is
needed. Some of the teachers are illiterate themselves."

"Are there people who do not feel the dropout problem is an issue? If you
want to convince me, put money on the line. Make money an issue if you
lose students. Make the high school competitive.. If money:is an issue, to
save your job you will make it a priority. Have students who haye dropped
out explain why, and publish such study results like this one. Maybe go to
vouchers--the student goes where he warts to go if sthools do not meet his
needs, if staff does not care. Then you have no one 'in the class; you,lose
your job,"

"It seems that money,and time is what produces major effect. Give me money
ond time. Do not just approve a program, then not fund it. If I am to call
25 kids, I need the time! They have got to give me a phone! An office.
They expect everything to function out of a teacher's locker: Seems to be
underutilization of space."

"Identify the schools with the highest-dropout rates. Declare them disaster
areas. Throw out the administrators. Encourage only those teachers who (

want to stay, to stay. For others, staff with volunteers. Take people who\
want to teach there. Instructional program in school should at first con-
centrate on reading, probably bring up to grade level first. Forget about
keeping the system we have. Just get them into reading and writtng. Later,
do other liberal arts subject5. Need a longer school day. All schools are
doing the opposite. Push the day to start earlier and earlier...They have
too many problems to deal with to solve in a few hours. Do nnt have a whole
dhy of academics. Have music, sports, and clubs. But a long day in school.
One way or another, spend most time on reading. Do not bother with science
until later. Have a progression from "disaster schools" (reading schools)



to mini-schools (more normal); maybe eventually to a normal high-school
currqulumfor some. In "dis(Ister schools" the,whole day shOuld be dif-
ferent. If studs can not read at 16, do something radically different."

"Spend 6 or 7 hours a day on this one task...If you want to.stop illiteracy,
it'can be done. Other countries have done it. Have massive all day pro-
grams until you break through. Have a summer camp program. It is very
important .'Lo this group. Get them out of, the city with their teachers.
This is a chahce'to develop relationships, good experiences, and broaden
horizens, 1$);it can make them change.. We think of trips and things like
that only 4r eleFentary schools; we should not. This poPuletion needs it
badly."

"ExperiP,ntal schools lead the way, but these serye elite populations',
certain segments of the populations We need this type of freedom to ex-
periment within traditional schools with average, non-elite students. You
might attach small schools to colleges; i.e., Cfty College with uptown
s,tudents. As knowledge is gained in the experimental schools, it can be
put into practice, that is, those strategies which are effective in other
traditional schools. Try different techniques, less hard and fast rules,
and structures."

"There is a need for a better racial mix or balance. More racially mixed
teachers and students. Have some match between students and teachers by
race. Establish better role models.. The system has the necessary ono-
grams; the missing link is the racially balanced or mixed environment."

"Keep some valid statistics to determine when class size makes a differ-

ence. What are attendance problems? Follow up and see what effect class
'size has on student in these categories--attendance, success in subject
area focuses, and school retention. Follow up those who leave Schools.
Use the information from "separation interOews" of students leaving. Also,

what effect does school size have on anonymity of students. School is per-

ceived as not caring. Look to see where the successes are, and what causes

them. A valid"statistical study should be made correlating overcrowding
factors with the variable mentioned. 44aybe i,t dobs not always have the

same effect. I would like to see related to what. Also, every drop-

out has a separation interview wi'bfi the guidance counselor. How are these

used?, What consensus of reason comes straight froethe kids themselves as
revealed in these interviews?"
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GROUP I

flECOMMENDATIONS FOR THE ELEMENTARY SCHOOLS

!;ttack Lack of Basic Skills

As sudents who are behind grade level are passed on from the elemen-

taiv to the junior high, and then to senior'hiqh, the prognosis for their

academic success worsens. Additionally, the repeated experience of failure,

apparently has crippling psychological conSequences for youngsters, i.e.,

lowered self-esteem4negative attitudes toward lOrning, and minimal expec-
,

tations of ielf and others. These predictable results lead to the con-

clusion that the school system must take responsiblity for student fatlure.

A comprehensive plan to deal with potential drop-outs must be a K-12

effort. Aibects of this plan should include:

A. Remediation programs at every grade level, for students who fall

behind. Intensify this e'ffort in,the elementary schouis. Consider Trans-

itional Class Program as a model.

B. Educational alternatives for students who do not succeed in re-

.

mediation programs (e.g., classes characterized by experimental teaching

approaches, highly innoative materials, and individualized' learning pro-

rams).

0

C. A system for monitoring the implementation of the newly oeveloped

promotional policy, along with adequate resources to the schools to insure

compliance with its provisions.

D. Early detection of learning problems that have physical bases as

mandated by Public Law 94-142: Schools need to be provided with the

wherewithal to comply with the 94-142 regulations. Preventive measures

must also be taken by the school system. The Boacd of Education should

provide every child who enters school a thorough physical examination to
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detect physical leirning disabilities (e.g., poor6eyesight, hearing
,

problerg, lack of nutrition, poor motor skills, hyperactivity, etc.).

This,physical health record should follow the child thl^ough his/her -

school experience, and periodic examinations should be provided there-

after.
0

Intensif EFforts to Res ond to the Problem of Poor Attendance

Because attendance is crucial to the succev.. ,f all other educa-

tional efforts (you cannot teach children,who are A-t there) ,make at-

tainment of regular attendance a top priority. Steps toward this goal
?

should include:

A. Increase staff and material resources so that the elementary

schools can service children beyond the academic arena. Working in,tan-

dem with other,social service agencies, the elementary schools must have

a greater capacity for helping children who are unable to cope with school-

ing because of personal or family, related problems.

B. Intensify parent education programs in all elementary schools.
e.

Schoos cannot take for granted that parents know legal or educational

consequences to themselves and to the child who does not attend school

regularly. These programs need to be carefully planned, sensitively ex-

executed, and financially supported. Ant: given that many of the parents

who need educating cannot or will'not come o the school itself, steps to

bring parent education into the community deserve serious consideration.

C. Upgrade mechanisms for enforcing compulsory attendance. This re-

port endorses the suggestions for a comprehensiVe attendance program out-

lined by the Chancellor, and in particular, the strengthening of the Bur-

eau of Attendance so that it can realistically pursue its responsibilitieSIP

I 06
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D. Prbvide attendance service at night. Refer td the Family As-

sistant Program as a possible model for this effort. Connect this ser-

vice to Board funds so that regulations do not limit programt to poverty

areas only, as,happens with some federally funded projects.

E. Relate the issuance orthe we14arel4tter to attendance record,

in each report card period. _Set this up as a Board of Education - Social

Service Department copperative venture in which parents neea not cool( to
e

school, but are aware th4t welfare checks covering the in-school child

are'dependent upon his being in classes as well as in the school building.

Work Toward Bette/loperatien_withiesial.Service Agencies that Serve .

° Students' -Personal and family:BelatiO Problems

There are many agencies helping youth inNew York City - police,

schools, health agencies, religious groups, private and public social ser-

vice agencies. They'do not work togethen. there is overlapping of expen-

diture.. Each school can set up a cooperative relationship with all agen-

cies serving its students. These effot4 dan act as the catalyst for

bringing,these groups together, startinb to' overcome their interjurisdic-

tional jealousies, keeping them 'froni drifting apart again. Until this is

done, many youngseers will fall betwee. n the cracks in our Massive system.
0

GROUP II

RECOMMENDATIONS FOR THE MIDDLE SCHOOLS

4

Create. DrEISOLITSITI.t.TLICRETELADJI2E2.11ernaIjELIML.2iIMIL

_for Middle School Students

The school system should Implement dropout prevention and retrieval

progrms at the junior,high/intermediate levels, In many cases, high

school is too late to "turn around",the student who has a history of fail-

ure and/or roor attendance and/or discipline problems. In addition,

10 17
taulksiskidlu 1111.1,1*Iitimgerorrauriir
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dropout-prone students can usually be identified by trie time they reach

.tnemiddle schools.

Two major considerations should guide program development.

A. Group potential dropouti in junior high schools by shared

characteristics so that programs can be designed with particular groups

in mind. One possible approach to grouping is Offered here:

.11,t_a_cillles)
1. At grade,level

and/or Truant

and/or Behavior Problems

and/or Persooal/Home Problems

and/or High Motivation/Low Motivation ,

.

2. Two years below grade.level

and/or , Truant

'and/or Behavior Protlo.ms

and/or %Personal/Home_Pioblems

and/or High Motivation/Low Motivation ,

co

3. Ani/ of these above and:%Limited English or non-Enilish speaking.'

B. Model the program after others that have proved sucCessful.

According to the findings of this study, there is,Wide agreemkt about

the kinds of educational programs that are most likely tdibe effective

with students who aPe not beinIserved by traditional schooling. A,lit-
4

erature review of the studies and evaluations of dropout,prevention arid '

retrieval porgrams for effective features lend support to these findin6.

A summary list of characteristics shared by successful programs dealing

with high risk students is provided here. Listed first are the features

,of prevention programs, followed by an additional list ot features
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especially effeCtive for retrieval programs.

1. Staff members who have counseling skills, including the abiliiy

to offer emotional support to students.

2. Nonauthoritarian relationsh!ps between staff members and students.

3. Personal counseling supplemented by group counseling and/or peer

counseling.

4.. Policies and regulations that provide studwits with structures(

but that are not implemented rigidly; i.e., consider students' lnth dual

needs.

5. Some student involvement in decision-making pro6tzs,Js.

6. Career information that leads to job entry positions:

7. Actual work experience.

8. Strong ties to social support agencies so that referral work,'

6

with follow up, is thorough.

9. A curriculum adaptedto the needs and interests of students.

10. Attention to reading improvement and the practical appreciation

ofmathematics.

11. Learning experiences where success is built in; tasks that are

challenging but not overwh'elming.

12. Individual attention made possible in,the classroom.

Additional Features of Retrieval Programs:

1. A monitored work/study program (a,4v.. ticeships in trades).

2. Training in areas that lead to guaranteed employment.

3. Cooperation lAndustry.

4. Updated machinery/technology.

5. tuidance about how to fill,responsibilities,in the world of
,e

wtIrk (being on time, etc.)

a
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IntensiltsonsennaAndeuidensiimstosaut:plenuitudents.

Use a teacher advisor system, where all staff, including principal, can

volunteer to work with a group of 10-20 advisees who want to discuss pro-

blems, need an adult advocate to settle conflicts, or need help negotiating

the system. The guidance staff might supervile and coordinate the advisee

sessions. Staff members volunteering for this effort should receive tea-.

cher-effectiveness training and be trained to implement the advisee system

in their own schools.

GROUP III

RECOMMENDATIONS FOR THE HIGH SCHOOLS

The lack of correspondence between available programs and the whole

range of needs of dropout-prone students has been discussed in this report.

Also cited was the fact that there are, many more students who need the

services of special programs than there are places for them. The net re-

sult of recommendations here is to systematically diversify options to

the mainstream high school for this population of students. There ought

to be more ofthe existing kinds of programs and/or schools for studenti

in risk of dropping out, Ad new options need to be designed to meet the

needs of students who'are not being serVed. The recommendations-are:

Proiide a Real Option to the Mainstream School Experience in

Every High Schooltergelesingitudents in Risk Dropping

An option to the mainstream should be available in every high school

for dropout-prone students. These programs should be characterized by

goal oriented subject matter, staff members trained to wcirk with dropout-,

prone students, and a program size of no moee than 200 students. Most

important, these programs should be able to enroll a student for more
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than one year, and if necessary, allow the student to remain in the pro-

gram during his/her stay in high school. Start these mini-school:3 early

(9th grade) but also form them for superannuated failing students to take

the High school Equivalency Test, and for tenth graders to feel out careers.

The system has many working programs which are well deserved in such book-

lets as, CltomijgmLIE&Hirst Century, and its supplements, _comi_iity.

as School and Humanization and Involtement: the Small UnitlerlacIL22

These materials should serve as guidelines to ,program developers.

in addition to replicating existing dropout prevention programs,

new kinds arograms should be deVeloped. Consideration in the develop-

ment of new programs include:

A. Provide for students who are below 16 years of age with below grade

level skills.

B. Emphasize job skill training that is realistically connected to

the job market, along with an emphasis on remediation.

C. Develop a component that is aimed at affecting students who have

had discipline problems.

g2cmfliataLlalenicesthat Already Address Some of the Needs of

Potential and Actual Dropouts

This recommendation is made with the realization that the claims of

_success made by staff and students in prevention programs and alternative

high schools have not been empirically validates. Admittedly, there is a

need for an evaluation of these schools and programs, Any definitive eval-

uation of their successes, however, will be difficult.

Some of the problems are predictable. First, many of the mini-

programs operated by the mainstream are simply too new. Secondly, the

evaluation designs built into the independent citywide alternative schools

6T often informal and partially subjective. Thirdly, any attempt.to
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compare the success of one setting with another would be problematic at

best. With different student populations, program objectives, and cur-

ricula, it is hard to determine a basis for comparison. Given these

problen s. it is recommended that top level administrators address some of

the more complex issues raised by this kind of evaluation, and that their

agreements then guide the evaluation design. Three topics, in particular,

need their consideration:

1. The level of commitment from the Office of Educational Evaluation

and Division of High Schools to the evaluation.

It will be difficult to evaluate, in less than a two year period, how

Successful these settings have been with dropout-prone students. Also,

the evaluation effort will require staff members with technical expertise

in the areas of testing, observal.ional analysis, and interviewing. In

other words, this project fleeds adequate funding and resources to insure

high quality results.

'2. The ultimate goal of the evaluatioti. Will settings with poor

results be eliminated? Will successes be replicated?

3. The scope of the evaluation. Will mainstream mini-programs,

Auxiliary Services, and/or independent alternative high schools be eval-

uated? And on what basis will pafticular sites be identified for evAl-

uation?

In any event, serve the current student pOpulation by expanding

services where evidence for the need is apparent. Expansion should in-

dude:

A. Providing a citywide alternative high school in Queens and

Staten Island.

B. Creating an additional citywide alternative school setting in

sections of the city where the existing alternative(s) have waiting lists.

112
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C. Increasing the number of vocational opportunities.

D. Increasing the number of centers opeilted by Auxiliary Services.

E. Increasing the number of programs for young mothers and fathers.

Expand services so that they include curriculum and teaching materi-

als aimed at the role of parent, child development, and child care. Re-

sources, such as kitchen and nursery, should be on-site to allow students

to apply what they learn. (A model for this kind of program exists in the

Philadelphia School System.)

.Intelgify_plow Retrieval Efforts in Everm_flallphool

Findings from this report suggest that the first six months, up to

a year after a student drops out, may be thesoptimum time for reaching

out to encourage students to return. Every high school needs to identify

staff, and provide resources, for this effort! Some.staff members, or

studentsohouldbe trained to go into-the communities.to track down a

student and speak face-to-face with him or her about,the possibilities of

. returning. The school should also train staff or students to counsel re-

turning students.for a period of time as the4 attempt to readjust to the

demands of school life..

Provide a Team of Master Teachers to Offer Workshops to Staff .

401010M.IMOMMEMON

in Oro out Prev(Intion Proem

Thit study'tapped the current thinking.and appraisals of persons in

the field. ,Though in large measure subjective,Ihe ruethod made it pos..'

sible to identify recurring features of programs that appear to be effeci-

ive. There is a need for practical illustrations of these widely accepted,

common features.

Staff members in many of the programs say that they do not know much

about what is happening in other programs, and that they would like to

123
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know more. They need information that will help them implement program

features they do not have, and in other instances, improve on what they

do have. It is recommended that this need be met by a team of master

teachers who can visit schools to demonstrate approaches, share experi-

ences and wisdoms, offer guidance and support, and give information at

the "nitty-gritty" level. A team of teachers ta g training together can

then disseminate their sensitivities to more and more staff members.

Training should also be provided for supervisors so that they can learn

to pick up insensitive remarks of teachers, as well as ineffective in-

structional approaches.

IAte_lteps_to Reviselhe Academic:Comprehensive High School Curriculum So

that It Better Meets the Needs of a Growin Pro ortion of the Student

E220.1t21

Stnce there is s9ch strong agreement among respondepts that'the

,mainstream curriculum is irrelevant to the need,of,mdre and more stu-

dents, one is led to Conclude that, however diverse, it should undergo

a review. Steps Jn this direction should include:

A. The academio.comprehensive high school curriculum should be as-

sessed for its assumptions in regard to levels of abstraction, and dif-

ferent kinds of skills. This analysis should be used to assist the high

schools'in determining the extent to which their course materials are

appropriate for the comprehension levels of their students. The high

schools should be required to: 1) analyze student "error", not just for

raw scores, but in terms of particular strengths and weaknesses, 2) ex-

amine course materia:ls for assumptions regarding conceptual skills and

other kinds of skills and 3) take steps to secure,or develop materials

that appropriately patch the comprehension\levels' of their students,

4) make maximum,use of curriculum materials such as various work

7.
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oriented courses, those for cluster curricula for 9th and 10th graders,
.,'

and teaching materials aimed at non-academic learners.

B. Expand high school courses and learning experiences that teach

skills in logical thinking; e.g4, understanding cause and effect, judging

probability, recognizing tand sorting, out contradictions.

C. Require courses that prepare students in termslof their personal

and social development for the world of work and adulthood; e.g., dealing

with persons in authority, managing personal time, following directions,

accepting responsibilities, settling conflicts, etc.

D. Consider respondents' ,suggestion that some students should be

offered a curriculum of core courses different from that of the mainstream.

Our data revearunanimous agreement that the curriculum program for stu-

dents in risk of dropping out of high school should be different from that

of the mainstream. Respondents '. views of this difference have been dis-

cussed in Section II of this report.

Not to explore the possibility of an alternative curriculum, one re-

spondent Cautions, is to "give no one what they really need in an effort

to pretend that everybody is alike." Other respondents fear that the new

minimum competency requirements will only increase the dropout rate be-

cause they are unrealistically high for.many students.

Better Inform Students about the Policies and Penalties of Their Own

Schoslaljducate Students aboUt the Meanin of Rules and Authorit

Students' misbehaviors seem to be related,to several issues:

(1) lack of clarity for many students about their own school's rules and

penalties, and (2) the lack of an understanding and appreciation of why

rules are important and how the breaking of them affects an,entire com-

munity. To remedy this situation, the following is recommended:

A. Revise the leaflet entitled-RightIALLBREponsibilities of Hit'

School Students published by the school system. This publication, if
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redesigned, could serve as a model for improving student handbooks in

current use. As a model, it should simply and clearly state typical

schotil rules and penalties, describe procedures for recourse; explain

students' legal rights, distinguish rights from privileges, and identifY

circumstances under which students can be denied rights and privileges.

It should be written in language that students themselves can understand

and given to every student who enters high school. Legal terms such as

"defamation" should be defined; practical illustrations of the abuse of

"freedoms" should be articulated; and the consequences for the,individual

and the school community when rules are broken should be discussed. Older

students should be assigned to orient small groups of younger students to

the school's policies and expectations.

B. The school curriculum should address, explicitly, issues that

will teach students about their relationshipsto rules'and authority.

These fssuev.might include the concept of justice, questions of fairness,

and the purpose of rules in families, communities, and institutions.

(Refer to curriculum materials and studies based on Lawrence Kohlberg'S

work on moral development.)
23

lslmtifyi.tgtLlsLsol.sjyitLthe Poorest Attendance Rates and or

170west AchietTEMLIEMEJELMJAattELININAU2IELL

Consider the possibility of radically reorganizing these schools;

i.e., alter their curricula materials, create 'house units" of no more

than 500 students (refer to the Cambridge School System, Massachusetts,

for this model), and require group counseling sessions for staff and stu-

dents around "live" issues in the school (e.g., stealing, poor atten-

dance, racial tensions). Set up as many goal-oriented schools-within-the-

school as student needs indicate. (refer to Humanization and Involvement:

The Smal) jinjt Approach for this model). Organize an analysis of the cost

1 1 6
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of such restructuring, including concomitant savings to the mainstream.

GROUP IV

RECOMMENDATIONS TO THCBOARD OF EDUCATION

Set as a Priorik_thlReturn to School of 41.manamoutuunlika

Some steps the system can take toward this goal aredas follows:

A. Establish centers where students out of school for any length

of time can be counseled about finishing their education. These centers

should be strategically located, i.e. near areas where truants and drop-

outs are likely to spend .time. The total numbir of centers and their lo-

cations should reflect the severity of the dropout problem in particular

sections of the city. The centeri should be staffed, in part, by young

adults who themselves have experienced dropping out, and who have been

trained to do peer counseling and referral. :Mese staff members should

know about all school'programs available for the returning students and

which of them have openings. In effect, they should facilitate the stu-

dent's application and acceptanme,. The existence of the centers should

be advertised on .-adio and'on the New York City Metropolitan Transit

system (M.T.A.).

B. Solicit media,support for.a pro-education campaign. The Aim of

this campaign would be to "glamorixe" the good student image, to change

many students' opinions of..the educated person from a negative to a pos-

itive one, from "bookworm" or "out of it" to the "together" person.

.C. Redefine the purpose of the exit interview. The,exit interview,

when students are discharged, should be for the purpose of establishing a

contact person for each student'in the case that his/her return to school

is possible. In Other words, whoever conducts the exit interview should

1 1 7
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be responsible for maintaining periodic contact (every six months) with

students through phone, mail, or personal visits. This would be for the
4

purpose of checking if the student has renewed his/her interest in school.

Before the student leaves school, he/she should set up an appointment for

another interview (within six months to a4ear) where return to school

would be considered. Exit interview staff should take responsibility for

getting in touch with the student so that the interview could take place.

It also should be an opportunity to genuinely,counsel the youngster

and to discourage leaving school, to inform students and parents of the

full consequences of dropping out and all available options for overcoming

educational and social difficulties. In the case where a student is trans-

ferred, or refeNed to an available educational option, school officials

should provide follow up to insure that the student has successfully adap-

ted to the new setting.

0. Prepare informational material specifically written for the de-,

parting or dropout student. Written materials ihould be provided to stu-

dents leaving school that inform them about returning to school, where to

go for guidance, and how to make application to particular programs. Avoid

educational jargon. Write in "good" high school language. These'materi-

als should be available in English, Spanish, and Chinese at minimum.,

Take Bold Steps to Improve the Quality of Teachers and Other Staff

One of the firmest conclusions of thxis study is that staff members

can be the key to solving the dropout problem. The evidence suggests that

positiv6 expectations with regard to students who have difficulty learning,

skillful counseling of problem ridden youngsters, and inspiring, creative

teaching are the answers. Given the'overwhelming nature of the evidence,

the school system must make every effort to staff'its schools with persons
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who have the necessary skills and commitment.

To accomplish these goals, it is recommended that a broad-based

tast force representing; at minimum, the Board of Education, the United

Federation of Teachers, Council of Supervisors and Administrators, and

the Parent Federation be formed so that some revolution of several impor-

tant and difficult questions can be approached:What incentives can the

school system develop to attract the kind of teachers needed? ,How can

hiring criteria be made more joli-related? How can inservice programs

dealing with dropout p:avention be developed and implemeked? What can .

parent organizations and civic organizations do to improve services to

potential dropouts? What accountability measures can the system insti-

tute for teachers, administrators and counselors?

The task force should explore the work of the school system in re-
\

ponding to these and other dropout related problems. A preliminary in=

quiry conducted for this study points to several school vystems with ex-

emplary models: 0

1. The Washington, D.C. Public School System has a team of master

teachers to evaluate newcandidates.

2. Washington, D.C., Seattle, and Salt Lake City Public Schools

have procedures for the removal of poor teachers. The shared features of

their plans include, in part, written criteria for identifying,the poor

teacher drawn up through negotiatfons between the school system and the

teacher's organization, a period of remediation,for poor teachers with a .

time line for improvement, and litigatior procedures'for removing teachers

who do not improve with remediation: (It appears that school gystems have

had varying success with their plans. Seattle and Salt. Lake City report

the most success. 'Other relatively unsuccessful efforts usually involved

conflicts between the school administration and the teacher's union.)
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In addition, in ongoing consultation with union leaders, train

administrators to use staff to its fullest potential within the con-

tractual framework. Ample safeguards against exploitation ire provided
4.

in the greivance procedures.

Take Steps to Itrenithg Financial esources for special Programs

Federal funding is intended to be seed money for special programs.

The federal agencies will not pick up the cost of a program after the

close of itsfundin'i period no matter how successful. The Board of Ed-

ucation, parents and students must confront the Mayor and the State Legis-

lature with the need for on-going funds for programs that give evidence

of success with dropouts.

In addition, theunions, administration and parents must be encour-
,

aged to work together to acquaint Congress with problems of federal fund-

ing regulations. In some cases, for'-iXample, they are too rigid. They

can limit a program to providing remediation, when counseling and work

training are just as important to the student behind grade level. Also,

they require poverty area populations, and So frequently deprive other

dropout-prone students of help.
C.

Collect Accurate Statistics on the Number of Dro outs from the New York

L1119_11E11

Attempts to obtain reliable figures from the Board of Education on

the dropout rrte from New Tork City Schools led to the conclusiln that im-

portant information is not being,processed and/or collected by its bureaus,

and that when information does exist, it is not easily available, even to

Board of Education personnel.

Two sets of statistics on dropouts from the New York City Public

Schools were examined: the "Annual 'Aty-Wide Report on Drotiouts for Public
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Academic and Vocational High Schools" which has figures up to the 1975-76

school yeat^',,and a report by a citizen's group called Advbcates for

4
Children. Each report presents different kinds of attendance data, and

gives somewhat different rcY'. 'Its. Also neither report seems to present a

satisfactory way of defining or counting dropouts.

Having one set of reliable figures would perform a real service to
0

those trying to deal with the problem, as well as settling the current
4

controversy about which, in fact, are tile "correct" figures. In addition,

alsseminating accurate figures might have a salutorY effect on those per-

sons .in.the school system or city/state adMinistration who are not aware

of the ptoblem, or who minimize it. The following preliminary steps ore

recommended v remedy this situation:

1. Develop a systemwide'formula for defining' the dropout. At pre-
,

sent there is no mechanism to include:

a. Students who drop out in elementary school and junior high schools.

b. Students both under and over 17, out consistently for 90 days,

called "long term absences" (LTAO, where it 'has been ascertained th6at the-

parents know the student ii.trilant'and the studeni is not interested in

being in school.

Also, the current definition of a dropout is too broad because it,

includes persons up to 21 years of age who.receive a high school or G.E.D.

diploma in an evening high schoOl, through Auxiliary Services, or the

Bureau of Continuing Education, or Council Against Poverty programs. Stu-

dents who receive these,degrees should be added to that year's graduates,

regardless of when they began hfgh school. For clarity's sake, this 6.

figure might be recorded separately befoime being counted with the total

number of graduates.
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2. The Bureau of Attendance should be responsible fiqr an annual

report about thee dropout population. 'It should include'figuies showing

dropout rates from individual schools (high school, junior high, elemen-

tary), dropouts from citywide alternatives, and dropouts from high school

mini-programs.

3. Computerize attendance information for all student's in the school

system so that their movement within or out of the systeecan'be traced.

The Metropolitan Educational Laborat.4 of the New York City Board of Ed-.
0

ucation could provide this service with a substantial incrpase of resodr-

ces. It already has in place a mechanism for process,ing student directory b

lr

'information on every student0in the school system. However, currentb it

is equipped to Oocess only aggregate figures on attendance, and not at-
.

tendance information on individual students.

'7
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AFTERWORD_

Prepared from a "Reaction Mem6"

ay Nathan Quin6es,
Executive Director,
Division of High ochools

The dropout study offers us an in-depth analysis of the problem.

This scrutlny has helped to identifY a number of the sub-elements.

Neen Hunt and her staff have signaled how the dropout population Varies

in age, language handicap, academic achievement,, and'behavior. Much of

our thinking conconIng dropouts hasi been in terms of limited dimensions

perceivingAhem as a homogeneous group rathir than alleterogeneous one.

This awareness is particularly useful in developing Strategies for deal-

ing with the problem.

One of the most important findings of the study is that retrieval

. efforts on,the port of the Schools are effective. Clearly, there is i
d

part of the dropout population that is willing td return to regular school

but reluctant to take the first steps. .The school's obligation toiñiti

.ate contact can not be denied nor avoided.

Consistently,.the key factor identified as crucial to the success of,

a rdtrieval system is the quality.of the personnel involved. These qual-
,

ities as revealid by the study point,toteachets who'arq..caring, committed,.

and challenging. The insuff1cie9cy of,such teachers and th v. constraints' on

selection and retention of personnel are major difflculties efecting pro-

grim destgn and impAmentatiOh.

The dropoutwoblem is recognized by the High'School Division as a

major concern that must'be addressed. In that regard, I have established

as policy that each high school must develop,an:outreach program. Weare

.1.
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providing a specific portipn of the budget allocation for each school for

this purpose and will be suggesting optional programs for the schools to

consider for implementation. In addition, we are exploring with a major

,university the development of a prototype outreach center to service high

school age youth.

A new program, Operation Far Cry, will shortly be initiated as a ma-

jor thrust by the Board of Education in retrieving out-of-school young-

sters.

Among the excellent recommendations made, I woul add the use of the

courts with an early identification system and a massive i xi serious media

'campaign supporting the campaign.

AS a follow up, I would suggest an assessment of the,.effectiveness

of those dropout retrieval and dropout prevention programs ideihtified here.

This would be particularly useful'for purposes 'of replication.

I have already indicated the importance we are devoting to this area

and wish,to state further that the tWo key indicators for assessment of

professional effectiveness rest on the relattve improvement of student

achievement and retention.

V.

I....-----...--...-------------....:..--.----L--:..L....---.L
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